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SUMOURY

Numerous serious accidents occur every year when lift trucks

are allowed to exceed safe operating attitudes and tip over. This

often results in vehicle and load damage as well as injury to

personnel. This report details the theory, design, and testing

of a second generation Load Stability Sensor Device which provides

a warning to the operator of any impending load instability which

could result in an accident.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

Material handling equipment is a generic term which describes

a multitude of mobile machines used for moving and stacking mat-

erials of all kinds. Included in this classification is not only

conventional warehouse lift trucks and rough terrain lift trucks

but also many other machines such as container handlers, cranes,

and derricks. Industrial utilization of these machines has often

placed constraint on design criteria--such as minimizing the ve-

hicle wheel base in order to minimize aisle space in warehouses.

Such constraints when coupled with the requirement to handle in-

creasingly heavier loads at increasingly higher heights results in

many of these devices being highly susceptible to accidents.

Certainly, accidents do occur. A recent study of 143

serious accidents (accidents for which the medical and disabil-

ity benefits exceeded $7500.00) reveal that almost 30% of the

accidents (in this sample) occured with operators with less than

6 months experience. Almost 60% of the accidents involved oper-

ators with less than 5 years experience. This study further

showed that the vast majority of these accidents were directly

attributable to the operator. This study concludes that exper-

ience is a good teacher but it takes too long to be effective.

It further states that more effective training is needed.



The total cost of the 143 accidents studied was 2.2 million

dollars [1].

The machines commonly operated by the military community are

often of very similar design to that of industrial type machines.

Therefore, many of the safety problems encountered in industrial

operation are also significant problems with military operation.

But, the military operation is unique in several respects. First,

operators with very little experience will be coumonly operating

the vehicle. Second, the environment which the vehicle is operated

may, because of the situation, be different than for which the

vehicle was designed. Third, little time may be available for

proper safety planning and preparing handling routes. Thus, the

equipment design, in particular the design of safer equipment, is

of special importance in military operation.

Although the design of equipment which Is inherently safer,

certainly is desirable, previously mentioned constraints often

result in contradictory design requirements. For example, an

increase in vehicle wheel-base and vehicle width will necessarily

result in increased aisle spacing in warehouses. With warehouse

space at a premium, such a change may be prohibitively expensive

and deemed unacceptable. Because of this, devices which augment

the operator's judgment and skill and can be retrofitted to

existing vehicle designs are highly desirable. Although it may

not be realistic to achieve such a device which totally elimi-

2



A system was proposed which utilizes a microcomputer to acquire

the necessary vehicle information, compute intermediate vehicle

loading parameters, and calculate a prediction of vehicle rela-

tive stability. A microcomputer-based exploratory system was

designed and fabricated to demonstrate the feasibility of such

a device. This exploratory system was designed to provide a

go/no go indication of stability with a vehicle operating on a

level surface under static conditions. A testing program was

conducted which consisted of applying static load to the vehicle.

Both go/no go and relative stability where compared to the theo-

retlcally calculated vehicle stability and also the observed

stability conditions. It was found that the device provided good

accuracy in predicting the stability of the vehicle under the

above stated operated conditions in all cases except under ex-

tremely excessive and unrealistic loading conditions. It was

concluded from the study that the approach proposed was indeed

feasible.

This study expands the Stability Index concept previously

developed. The theoretical procedures are refined to incorpor-

ate operation on non-horizontal surfaces. A sensitivity analy-

sis was, performed to identify significant terms in the theo-

retical equations. In addition, a new microcomputer system

was designed and fabricated to implement the newly-derived theo-

retical procedures. The system was designed to be used as an

, i 4



nates MIlE accidents, a device which prevents some percentage of

accidents or lessens the danger of accidents certainly is of tre-

mendous value.

A previous study examined various approaches for monitoring

and controlling stability of MHE. As part of that study a simpli-

fied stability model of counterbalanced type vehicles was develop-

ed. In addition, a quantative measure of stability--a Stability

Index--was also defined. This study also examined the feasibility

of various concepts for monitoring vehicle stability.

It was found that a system which derives information from

readily measured parameters on the vehicle and utilizes this in-

formation to predict stability, provided the most merit for the

realization of a system which would prove to be adequate when

evaluated under the real world constraints:

--Speed of reaction to a dangerous condition.

--Interference with normal vehicle operation.

--Probability of malfunction and potential effects.

--Interchangeability on several different vehicles.

--Ease of installation.

--Simplicity and durability.

--Size

--Ease of field maintenance.

--Cost

3



engineering tool, allowing for ease of change of vehicle and test

parameters as well as display of key test data.

An abbreviated testing program was conducted to verify the

operation of the microcomputer device.

This report discusses the theoretical procedures as develop-

ed during this study. The Stability Index concept is reviewed

and the new theoretical procedures incorporating non-horizontal

slopes are integrated into the analysis. The computational meth-

odology, as implemented on the microcomputer is developed. The

results of the sensitivity analysis is discussed. This report

also documents the microcomputer hardware and software as well

as the test program. The implementation of the Stability Index

conc 'pt is discussed. The results of the sensitivity analysis

are also discussed. This report also provides documentation of

the microcomputer hardware and test program.

5



CHAPTER II

STABILITY THEORY

This chapter provides a theoretical development of the mathemat-

ical description of vehicle stability. A stability index is defined

and a mathematical relationship is developed to quantitatively de-

scribe the relative stability of a vehicle.

The concepts developed in this chapter have evolved from the con-

sideration and examination of warehouse-type counter-balance lift

trucks (CBLT). The concepts developed within this chapter are directly

applicable to other vehicles with an analogous type of configuration,

that is, a fixed front axle and a rear axle pivoting in a vertical

plane. For example, a rough terrain lift truck designed around a con-

ventional articulated wheel loader can be accomodated with the

following theory.

STABILITY OF COUNTER BALANCE TYPE VEHICLES

In very simple terms, the fundamental concept governing the

design of a counter-balance-type vehizle is to provide sufficient

vehicle moments to counter-balance the moment of the load to be

moved by the material handling equipment. Specifically, the ve-

hicle moment about any of the various axies of rotation must ex-

ceed the load moment about that axis. If the above is not true,

the vehicle will enter unstable configuration by rotating about

one of the axia of rotation.

6



A conventional warehouse lift truck (WLT) has several axis

which vehicle rotation may occur in the event of an unstable con-

figuration. Such a vehicle typically has a rear axle which pivots

in a vertical plane. This enables the vehicle's four tires to be

on a non-planer surface with the load still distributed to all

four tires. Because of this pivoted rear axle, three axies of

rotation become critical in the evaluation of vehicle stability.

These are (referring to Fig. 2-1):

--A line connecting the center of the area of contact of the

two front tires.

--A line connecting the center of the area of contact of the

left front tire to the pivoting point on the rear axle.

--A line connecting the center of the area of contact of the

right front tire to the pivot point on the rear axle.

Rotation about the first of the above axies is typically called

a longitudinal instability whereas rotation about either of the

other two axies is considered a lateral instability. Note that

these three lines connect to form a triangle. This triangle was

commonly known as the stability triangle.

Vehicle stability is often analyzed by projecting the weight

vector associated with the combination of the vehicle and the load

into the plane defined by the stability triangle. The point at

which this vector intersects the plane will, of course, be depend-

ingon the weight of the vehicle, weight and position of load, and

orientation of the vehicle. If the projection is inside the stability

.. .. ... . .. . . . . . + - 7



STEER WHEELS

REAR AXLE PIVOTS
ABOUT CENTER -LINE

OF VEHICLE

Fig. 2-1 Axes of Rotation for liLT
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triangle then the vehicle is in a stable configuration. But, if this

projection is outside the triangle then the vehicle is in an unstable

configuration (this can easily be shownby a simple force balance

considering the load force, reactions at the two front tires, and

reaction at the pivot point on the rear axle).

QUANTIFYING STABILITY

The concept of relative stability is intuitively pleasing to

one who has operated a vehicle such as a CLBT. An operator will

sometimes notice a sensation of a "light rear-end" as he is

traveling with a heavy load. Certainly this sensation is indeed

indicative of reduced stability.

For the purpose of this study, relative stability will be

related to the reaction forces at the points of support of the ve-

hicle (where a reaction is a force applied to the vehicle point of

support by the surface supporting it). In the case of a CIBT, these

points of support are the four tires. For such a counterbalance-

type vehicle, the reaction forces at the two rear tires are indica-

tive of longitudinal stability (i.e., stability about the pitch axis).

High reaction forces in these tires imply a stable configuration. As

this force approaches zero, the vehicle is less and less stable about

* this axis. A zero force implies that the vehicle is balanced on the

two front tires. It is physically impossible for the tires to sus-

tain a negative reaction force.

* 9



Rotation about the left roll axis is constrained by the right

front tire. Thus, in a similar manner, high reaction forces in this

tire imply a highly stable configuration. As the reaction force

approaches zero, the vehicle is less stable. A zero reaction force

in the right front tire implies that the vehicle and load are balanced

about the left roll axis. A negative reaction force in this tire is

physically impossible. In a similar manner, the left front tire

constrains rotation about the right roll axis.

Stability will be quantified by defining a stability index, S,

which is the moment caused by the restraining reaction force about each

of the three axis of rotation. The stability index for a CBLT is a

three component vector as shown in Equation 2-1.

plTr -Moinst about te pitch aim caused by reactkm in rear suppots 1
S= SLR - Moment about the bft roll mi coused byreoction in the right point ot support (2-1)

[SRg J Momnen! about the right roll ais caused by reaction in the left point of support]

Note that each of the components of S is indicative of stability

about one of the axis of rotation. The sign notation was selected

such that each term is non-negative--a negative component wouid

imply that a force applied to the point of support (tire) is required

which must hold it to the supporting surface which is physically

impossible. A small value of any of the components implies low re-

lative stability about the respective axis.

The definition of the stability index may be further generalized

for vehicles which have more than three axis of rotation by incorpor-

10/
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ating additional components in the definition for S.

Consider a typical CLBT configuration as shown in Fig. 2-2.

Define a vehicle-based coordinate system as indicated. The four

reactions (R1, R2' R3, R4) are applied to the vehicle and are lo-

cated at P' 2 * P3, and P4, respectively. The S.I. may be mathe-

matically defined as shown in Equation 2-2.

SM4-)'PNO V 113 +N PWI4
[S LNJ Lot.(ti At) (2-2)

Where

A Pitch Direction Cosine Describing the Pitch Axis.

A LR Direction Cosine Describing the Left Roll Axis.

XRR M Direction Cosine Describing the Right Roll Axis.

Note the direction cosines are vectors of unit length defined in

Equation 2-3.

(2-3)

Where

PA' PB are arbitrary points on the pertinent axis.

It was shown in the previous study [2] that the Stability

Index defined in Equation 2-2 can be related vehicle parameter

as shown in Equation 2-4 (refer to Fig. 2-3).

11
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- WC Xsr lPITC*( PL x L.vs) ] (2-xF4)
S= M [S J XLR '(PL XFL +F1~ X7V) (2-4)~.

SL :RR [(PL XTL +PFV PR2X (FL4TV+ M i7)

Where

FL = Static and Dynamic Load Forces

P L= Center of Gravity of Load

YI = Static and Dynamic Vehicle Forces

P V= Center of Gravity of Vehicle

Note that M 5is the moment applied to the pivot point by the rear

axle. If this moment is zero or sufficiently small, then this equa-

tion can be rewritten as shown in Equation 2-5.

PITCH'1 3(~FL+ V JV)1

'§[).uX( L ~+ FV) J F (2-5)

By using the notation shown in Equation 2-6, this equation can be

further simplified as shown in Equation 2-7.

"A '1 FI L+(; 5 ! (2-6)

A 0

(2-6a)

rMo LX FL+ ~X Fv

14



F PA " R2, then

* . (15L-N2) X FL+CFV - 1RZ) X TV
(2-6b)

p~to j ith M

S...P R..01
XlRv + R2)XTV +U ' (2-7)

It is important to understand that the physical interpretation

of Equation 2-7 is that the stability index is the moment about each

of the axis of rotation caused by the combination of the vehicle and

load weight. Although it may not be readily apparent, the represen-

tation of S shown in Equation 2-7 is quite similar to the procedure

of projecting the combination weight vector into the stability tri-

angle and determining the distance this projection is located from

each of the axis of rotation and finally calculating a moment using

this distance and the appropriate components of the weight vector.

Thus far, the development of the quantification of stability

has been quite general. Implicit in this development are the follow-

ing assumptions:

1. A finite number of axis of rotation.

2. Moments about the rear axis pivot point (if any) are

insignificant.

The quantification of stability as derived is mathematically

very straight-forward. In practice, several complications do arise.

These include:
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--quantification of the load weight, and position (that is,

position of the center of gravity).

-- accurate measurement of dynamic forces.

-- changes in vehicle configuration resulting from:

a. physical alteration to the vehicle, such as side extension.

b. tire deflection on loaded vehicles.

The following discussion addresses the first two of these items.

This discussion will consider the specific example of a warehouse

CELT with cushion tires. The third item will not be considered as a

significant influence in this discussion.

CBLT STABILITY MONITORING

Consider-a conventional warehouse CBLT operating on possible

non-horizontal surfaces under both static and dynamic conditions.

Figure 2-2 shows the configuration of this vehicle. Note that the

location of the center of gravity of the load cannot be readily

measured using conventional transducers. In addition, the static

and dynamic forces associated with the load may be difficult to

reliably measure in a field environment. En order to circumvent

this problem, the previous study identified several parameters which

are readily measured and related these to the required load position

and forces by developing a force balance model on the mast assembly.

This relationship is shown in Equation 2-8 (refer to Ref. [2) for

the development of this question).
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PVIL MeFT T +(12)m X L - P x AT ,(2-8)

Where

P -P + P
m m 1  m 2

P = Left Point of Attachment of Mast to Vehiclem 1

P = Right Point of Attachment of Mast to Vehicle

1m2PT = P-T 1 + PT 2

P = Left Point of Attachment of Tilt Cylinder to Vehicle
T

PT = Right Point of Attachment of Tilt Cylinder to Vehicle

F T FT FT
FT = -T1 "T 2

F = Force in Left Tilt Cylinder

FT = Force in Right Tilt Cylinder

FL = Force in the Lift Cylinder

PD m 2  P

AF = (F -F )/2

F = Force Applied to Mast by the Vehicle at the Left Point

of Attachment (Pr)

F = Force Applied to Mast by the Vehicle at the Right Point of

Attachment

17



Eq. 2-8 can then be used with Eq. 2-6a and 2-7 to calculate the S.1.

Utilization of these equations require the quantization of the follow-

ing information:

-- Force in tilt cylinders.

-- Orientation of tilt cylinders.

-- Dynamic and static load forces.

-- Dynamic and static forces transmitted from the axle to the

mast.

-- Dynamic and static vehicle forces.

-- Orientation of vehicle.

If these are known, then these equations can be used to quantify

stability. The monitoring of stability real time on a machine in

normal operation will require appropriate sensors to determine the

above information.

Note that the development thus far is consistent with the re-

suits obtained in Ref. [2]. Eq. 2-8 and 2-7 are, in fact, the re-

suits previously obtained. The following discussion explores the

impact on non-level surfaces and dynamics forces on the utilization

of the S.1. theory. In addition, the specific measurement methodology

necessary for field application of this theory is addressed.

FIELD APPLICATION - DYNAMIC CASE

Consider the operation of a CBLT on non-horizontal surfaces

under dynamic conditions. The application of Eq. 2-8 and 2-7 in

this situation requires a detailed analysis of the individual terms
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in these equations as follows:

FL' FV -- These forces can be represented with both static and

dynamic components as shown in Equations 2-9a to 2-9b.

FVW FVS +FVD (2-9a)

FL = FLS + FLD (2-9b)

where the subscripts S and D represent static and dynamic, re-

spectively.

The load and vehicle forces may be also represented as shown in

Equation 2-10a and 2-10b.

F V 11Vg +VaV-MV g + aV)(2-10a)

FL - MLg + MLaL - ML (g + aL) (2-10b)

where

1V - Mass of Vehicle

ML = Mass of Load

g = Acceleration Due to Gravity

aV = Vehicle Acceleration

aL - Load Acceleration

Since the vehicle-based coordinate system may rotate relative to a

gravitational reference, the direction of the vector g is a function

of the orientation of the vehicle. This can be represented as shown

in Equation 2-11.
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Where

191 = magnitude of 1

A = Direction cosine which maps 1g1 into the vehicle-baseg

coordinate system.

Equation 2-11 and 2-12 can be substituted into Equation 2-10a

and 2-10b to obtain Equations 2-13a and 2-13b.

Rg = H ig 4- (2-12)
g

Fv = Hv -g + Wv-v/( g) (2-13a)

FL = WL-g + WL-a/(IgI) (2-13b)

Where

W = Weight

WV = Weight of the Vehicle

WL = Weight of the Load

Equation 2-13a and 2-13b require the quantification of several

terms--WL, WV, Xg, aV, and aL . Of these, the terms WV and M are

constant and known for a specific vehicle. The direction cosine A
g

can be readily determined by measuring the orientation of the vehicle

by simple gravitational-referenced transducer such as pendulum-type

angle sensor or gyroscopic devices. This term can then be determined

S as shown in Equation 2-14

1 (2-14)
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where e and e are defined as angle of rotation about the X and
x

Y axes, respectively, with rotation towards the position direction

denoted as a positive rotation.

The acceleration terms aL and aV may be determined directly

from accelerameter transducers. Several factors must be considered

if this approach is to be utilized including:

-- Ruggedness of accelerameters.

-- Cost of the devices.

-- Added complexity.

-- Speed of reaction.

Note that the first three of the factors for the most part are a

result of the present state-of-the-art of these type of transducers

and associated signal conditioning. Although the delicate nature and

relatively high cost of these devices are significant concerns at

this time, it is reasonable to assume that technological advancements

in the near future may diminish such concerns.

But this discussion of the suitability of accelerameter-type

devices is really of academic interest only because the last factor--

speed of reaction--is a fundamental problem. Consider for a moment

the situation where a CBLT is being operated at a high speed and

the operator initiates a sharp turn. By the time the lateral

acceleration is detected and the operator is warned, there would not

be sufficient reaction time for the operator to correct the situation

and avoid such an accident. Thus, in very simplistic terms, this

information may serve little more than to "inform the operator the
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vehicle has overturned." This point will be discussed in further

detail later in this report.

The remaining term in Equation 2-13b to be determined is the

weight of the load, WL. Because the load must be raised and lowered

relative to the mast assembly, installing sensors in, say, the forks

will be extremely difficult because of the problem of connecting these

via cables for monitoring the transducer signal. An approach to de-

termining an indication of the load weight is to determine the force

in the lift cylinder. The force is the component of both the static

and dynamic load forces parallel to the lift cylinder. Under normal

loading conditions, the static portion of FL is a result of only the

weight of the load (and the weight of the portion of the mast which

elevates). Since the orientation of the vehicle and thus the direction

of the load "weight" force is known, the weight can be related to the

static (average) component of F Lift as shown in Equation 2-15.

WL ft (2-15)

Where

e - Mast angle relative to X-Y plane
* (forward tilt is a positive angle.

(Note-For this discussion, the load will be defined to consist of the

payload plus the weight of the mast. The weight of the portion of

mast which is elevated--W --is reflected in the lift cylinder

pressure. The weight of the stationary portion of the mast--W --
ms
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is a constant and can be accounted for in calculations as appropriate.)

W Lcan then be used as required in Equation 2-13b and 2-7.

This approach results in a suitable indication of W L by de-

termining the lift cylinder force. A convenient means of determining

F Litis by measuring the lift cylinder pressure and relating this to

F Litby the cylinder area. Two problems are encountered with this

approach. First, some CBLT's use compound cylinders where the

effective area is a function of the cylinder height. Second, when

the mast encounters mechanical stops at its maximum height, erroneous

information (high values for W L) may be inferred.

F -_-The force in the tilt cylinder, F T 9 can be determined (for

both static and-dynamic conditions) by measuring the pressure in both

sides of the tilt cylinders and combining them as shown in Equation

2-16.
(2-16)

F T-=PIA 1-P 2A2

Where

FT = Magnitude of combined force of the two tilt cylinders

P, = Pressure on the rod side of the tilt cylinder

P 2- Pressure on the head side of the tilt cylinder

2 obndae fterdsd ftetotl yidr

A 2- Combined area of the rod side of the two tilt cylinders

The vector F Tcan be described as shown in Equation 2-17.

FTz
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6 T = Angle the tilt cylinder forms with the X-Y plane

The X component is equal to zero because it is assumed that there is

no side loading on the tilt cylinders.

Note that measuring the tilt cylinder pressures provides a good

indication of F T (both in static and dynamic conditions) with one very

significant exception. If the cylinders are designed such that their

travel is limited by mechanical stops, then pressure may be trapped

in the cylinder which is not indicative of F T. This is not a problem

with vehicles which utilize tilt cylinders with hydraulic stops. Un-

fortunately, few vehicles utilize such cylinders.

A~F --The last term in Eq. 2-8 which must be discussed is F
m m

This term relates the force imbalance in the two points of attachment

of the mast to the axle. The term was specifically derived to de-

termine forces which cause "side" loading on the mast.

Interestingly, the term P Dx A~F mis the moment about the center-

point on the front axle caused by load forces which tend to rotate the

mast about this point and are resisted by the force AF m Eq. 2-18

expands this term. Note that the Y and Z components of PDare a result

of the vehicle geometry.

The force AF mcan originate from two sources--side loading

caused by off-center loads or operation on non-horizontal surfaces

and loads parallel to the Y-axis applied directly to the mast assembly.

The later situation is considered to be a very unusual loading of the

vehicle and is not considered a major influence. This study only
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considers the form situation--side loading. Thus, the composite

term mcp is a measure of side loading.

If the mast is modeled as a simple cantilevered beam (cant-

ilevered at the axle), then the stresses in the side of the mast are

directly related to m C. Therefore, measurement of this stress--

using strain guages--will provide an indication of the desired in-

formation, that is, the side loading. The application of this is

shown in Eq. 2-19. ] r o ir o1P.Xt-FmjOJ/[F.. J -jxoF. j 1 .~ ,. .M,. (2-18)

AF:C :] XC&. (2-19)

Where

k - Emperically derived constant of proportionality

c- Measured Strain

em  Mast angle (as previously defined)

In order to determine a numeric value for S, various constants

and parameters which are related to the vehicle geometry, orientation,

and loading must be specified. Parameters which are a function of load

and orientation and which must be measured on a real-time basis in-

clude:

- Vehicle orientation (2 directions)

-- Vehicle acceleration (3 dCrections)

-- Load acceleration (3 dirctions)

-- Tilt cylinder pressure (2 directions)

-- Lift cylinder pressure

25
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-- Mast angle

Note that all parameters are measured relative to the vehicle-based

coordinate system previously defined.

In summary, Eq. 2-13a, 2-13b, 2-14, 2-15, 2-16, 2-17, and 2-19

can be combined with Eq. 2-8 and 2-7 to determine the Stability

Index for dynamic operation on non-horizontal surfaces as shown in

Eq. 2-20 (a through i).

FIELD APPLICATION-STATIC CASE

If only static forces are considered, then the acceleration

terms, aL and aV, are equal to zero and Eq. 2-20c and 2-20d can be

simplified as shown in Eq. 2-21a and 2-21b.

1\ LB / (2-20a)LX...,.- I.,,v..

i FLIFL+'FV.FV (2-20b)

F, W' X1 +W,;" / (Ii )  (2-20c)

VL -WL . + W;V,/(III) (2-20d)

wL f.,. I( - sm'(6 + . sW 8, (2-20e)

N .,. J (2-20f)
- 4,-3,'1.9.S,
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Fr P, A,- P A (2-20g)

FT I T ST
O, (2-20h)

[-Sine. J (2-201)

FYZWvx, (2-2 Ia)

(2-2 1b)

This equation requires the real-time measurement of the follow-

ing vehicle parameters:

-- Vehicle orientation (2 directions)

-- Tilt cylinder pressure (2 sides)

-- Lift cylinder pressure

-- Mast angle

Note by considering only static condition, the number of

parameters which must be measured via transducers and appropriate

signal conditioning has been reduced from 12 to 6.

FIELD IMPLEMENTATION

The equations previously defined for calculating the S.I. are

suitable for the real-time implementation of a Stability Monitor

for CBLT. A system could be designed using a low-cost microcomputer

--perhaps using a single chip device. A block diagram for such a
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monitor is shown in Fig. 2-4.

Note that the various parameters which describe the vehicle's

loading, orientation, and dynamic conditions are converted to elec-

trical nignals by appropriate transducer. These electrical signals

are then converted to a digital representation by the analog-to-

digital converter f or processing by the microcomputer. If it is

determined that an unstable or potentially dangerous condition has

been attained, an audible alarm is sounded and a visual indication

is displayed to the operator identifying the axis about which the

instability is occurring.

This hardware could be expanded to include the control function

as shown in Fig. 2-5. Note that this system provides f or dimiinished

control authority as a function of the relative stability. The

operation is as follows:

When the relative stability about any axis is less than a pre-

set limit, the proportional valves in the tilt and lift circuits are

partially closed by commands from the microcomputer. This reduces

the flow rate, and thus the power capability to these circuits to

reduce the capability to lift and tilt forward. As the relative

stability is further reduced, the valves are further closed. The

control authority is gradually reduced by reducing the power

capabilities in these circuits until movement is completely inhibited.

Note that this circuit is configured such that the mast isIallowed to be lowered or tilted backwards in order to move from the

unstable configuration. It is possible that these may not be the
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appropriate actions. Such is the case when, say, on a side incline

tilting the mast backwards, reduces the lateral stability. A more

sophisticated system would augment the operator's commands to reduce

control authority in the appropriate direction of each circuit by

calculating the correct actions to be performed to lessen the

instability (the methodology for this is beyond the scope of this

study).

Fig. 2-6 and 2-7 show flowcharts for the systems depicted in

Fig. 2-4 and 2-5 respectively.
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CHAPTER III

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

SENSITIVITY FUNCTIONS

Equations were developed in Chapter II which describe the

stability of material handling equipment--in the form of a Stability

Index--for material handling equipment in general. Equations were

also developed to describe the stability of CBLT which required

the measurement of several parameters and the specification of

various constants. Although the complexity of the equationis de-

rived is not great, the fact that multiple parameters must be

measured using some form of sensor introduces additional costs

and complexity into the system. Certainly, if any of these para-

meters have little effect on the overall determination of vehicle

stability, it would be highly desirable to eliminate these from

the system.

This chapter examines the relative importance of the various

terms of the Stability Index equations by performing a sensitivity

analysis on these equations. The specific questions to be addressed

are as follows:

--Which terms (if any) can be ignored?

--Which term(s) (if any) have a dominant effect on the overall

determination of stability?

The technique employed is to develop a mathematical sensitivity
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function which relates the percent change (percent of full scale)

in Stability Index, to a percent change in a given term. When

this sensitivity function is evaluated using suitable numeric

values, the resulting magnitude is indicative of the"effect" a

particular term has on the Stability Index. Note that values

greater than one (in absolute magnitude) indicate a strong in-

fluence by a particular term. Similarly, values substantially

less than one indicate little or no influence.

The sensitivity function is defined as shown in Eq. 3-1.

NSAN/NFs (3-1)

where

S = Sensitivity of N with respect to X.

NF.S. = Full scale value of N.

Eq. 3-1 may be rewritten in a more convenient form as shown in

Eq. 3-2.

X SN (3-2)

STABILITY INDEX SENSITIVITY FUNCTIONS

To assist in the development of the sensitivity functions

for Stability Index (S.I.), the equations derived in Chapter 2
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have been rewritten as shown in Eq. 3-3.

s,.Xi.jxW+_Akik (3-3)

where:
-; - _ --Au p,A ""ALR, A " 'RR

SI=Sp, S fSL, S3 SRR

Ii3 if i= 3

By using the identities in Appendix C, the various sensitivity

function may be written by inspection. The following derives these

functions for the S.I. with respect to WV . WL , Wms, Pv, Po FT and

H . Table 3-1 shows the numeric constants used for the evaluation
cp

of the sensitivity function. These numbers have been obtained for a

Clark Model 1641076 4000 pound cushion tire warehouse lift truck.

These numbers are considered "typical" of similarly-designed

vehicles.
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Parameter Value/Range Units Parameter Value/Range Units

0.3937 Meters W 3300 N

Y -0.7493 Meters
v

Z 0.6426 Meters XD 0.5080 Meters

I PX] 1.0988 Meters IPD -0.5080 Meters

Wv 42,000 Newton XR5 0.3937 Meters

YR5 -1.3716 Meters
Xm  0.9552 Meters ZR5 0.1905 Meters

Y 0 Meters
m
Zm  0.4318 Meters "LRX  -0.2735 ---

1 LRY 0.9527 ---

I 1.0574 Meters xLRZ -0.1323 ---

XT 0.9779 Meters 0.2735 ---

YT -1.1938 Meters x RRY 0.9527ARRY

ZT  0.5588 Meters -0.1323 ---

IPTJ 1.6413 Meters

XR2  0.7874 Meters I PR51 1.4396 Meters

PR21 0.7874 Meters FT 1  0 to 114,800 Newtons
F0

0T 9 to 12.5 Degrees FTY  0 to 113,000 Newton

FTZ 0 to 24,800 Newton

em  -10 to +3 Degrees SpLIM 3150 N-M
0 x  -30 to +30 Degrees SL LI 715 N-M
0y -30 to +30 Degrees715 N-M

0 0 to 20+000 N I cp 0 to 14,000 N-M

cpx

M 0 to 13,800 N-M

W 2450 N M 0 to 2430 N-M
cpz

Table 3-1 Numeric Constants Used in the Sensitivity Analysis
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The sensitivity analysis for W is as follows:
v

SI
SWV1 x I- +.813 A ' x (3-4)

-Y; [e-a,-g 2 )x~ (3-5)

S,

r 1 L 0.32937

SW 0 0.7493 (3
Wv 31,500 L 0.6426

St 42.000 0 (3-8)
W V~j~ Q Q [ 0 .7 4 93-

I' l 3 (3-9)
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Let 0 - the angle formed, by the two vectors in the above equationg

Then,

Swv=-1.3161 SinOv (3-10)

Sin 0 1 (3-11)

SS  1.3 (3-12)

St0-- . 2-35 0.3937 (3-13)
S421000 0 .9527] x - 0.7493SWv 7,150 0.1323 0.6426

Si .5131 (3-14)

SwV 4.870. 127
10.127]

Swv- 3.7 Sin e9  (3-15)
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Sin9l -1 (3-16)

S8  3.7 (3-17)

Ss 42,000 0.27325 x 1.891 • g (3-18)
S.Wv 7,150 0.13271 0.7493'

70 .0 3 3 0.6426J

4200 0.513 (3-19)
SWV 7,150 L.3302

S.
SW 7.81 Sin 19 (3-20)

Sin e I -- 1 (3-21)

S v - 7.8 (3-22)
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The sensitivity analysis for WL is as follows:

S i x (3-23)

SW A N L~Pm- 8~.i3FR)-. (3-24)\',

S oo [o10o ,T
1 2qO000] x 4826SWL 31,500 L 0 59]  (3-25)

5S 1  0.5[0.5]
SWL = 0.635 O.2g (3-26)

SWL 0.137 Sin 

(3

Sin - 1 (3-28)

S o g-- 0.137 
(3-29)

WL
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Sa 20, 00..273 5] [ .48 5261]:a7=5= .92 0 I ,(3-30)L 71 0 '323  0 .21 9]

L0.2057 -

-2.797 0.004 8] (3-31
-0.459 (-1

1 .409 Sing (3-32)

Sin. 0 !!! (3-33)

SWL~ 1.4 (3-34)

Ss 20,000 F027351F0.3048]SW 1 I.9527 x 0A 35WL 7,150 .132 3 0.215 9 (-5

S 2.7 97 0.08 0(-6[0.2904(336
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2 .97SLO (3-37)

Sinlg (3-38)

SW i (3-39)
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The sensitivity analysis for W is as follows:ms

SwMs- s " P x (3-40)

S = W 7s Al x . (3-41)

WMs 2Si

S, 3300 [4l] r95 (3-42)
SL L (318J g

SwmS= 0.05238 0.431 g (3-43)0 8

S - 0.02262 Sin6 0  
(3-44)S~

Sin (3-45)

S.WMs 0.02 (3-46)
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S 
- -

3,300 0.27351 0.9652

wus 2 0.00 ] r (3-48)

0.9195

SW = 0.2325 SinOe
Wms (3-49)

Sin e1 (3-50)

St

SwMs 0.23
(3-51)

SWM= 3.30 0.2735 .1 0.9527 | 0 IS (3-52)s 2,z(,,,5o) L , 043' ,

S, 0.4114-S WmS = 0.2 31 0.24581". -O.9195] 
(3-53)
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s 0.24 Sifl~g (3-54)

Ss (3-56)WS 0.24
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The sensitivity analysis for P is as follows:
v

31

(3-57)

where P¥1 = )V

Pv " Vv

PV3 3Zy

SI PVJ WV 980(3-58)SI•PJiV

Si.. I. -t$us (3-59)

!V* $__

S i np g< 1, two.

(3-59)

Si __ __W _SVj J

S|, (3-60)

PV 1 31600 0 052 ((3-61)

sS,40937ss)(42000)

(3-62)
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(0. sS9i)(aooo) 2.3p V) * .0 (3-63)

Sj 111 0.74 910 *ao), S1.0 (3-64)

lagu(-0.7493)4200) 944 
(-5

sp a ft741)00 ) (3-66)

89 (0-642g).(42000) 0.ss(367

82 (0-44Z.)(42000) *.( 68

- Tito-(3-68)

vys- Tow ,(-9
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The sensitivity analysis for PT is as follows:

81 T (3-70)

where J {X

maximum I!r is FT1~3 0](-1

r:64?4001 F[R0000].o~

FTU 95.o~j FT 9400] FT [',0] (-72)

0.T9[-54,040 .0 0 (373
915900 0 012,80L 00

31,500 0 L13,ooo] (3-73)

S go 9 .27i 0 (3-74)
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.09 [0 23.9" [4 00 a 5.3 (3-75)sT,;; o L.IZlalLI,3,oooj.

SIX 938 ["I 1 [4.o800•31,500 0 0 a 1.0 (3-7600

O 1.1938 [ 2-2 10813-77),,,o ij L-o.,,2.[ L] o. .
As 7150 0.323 0

F0.27 0286

0.95271 0 1.1 (3-78),"' 7150 .323 0

0.530] r1139000] 2 Z.0 (3-79)

"0.27351 F ll3,o00158 0.95271 .10 a 2.4 (3-80)
7150 I . 123J 0 3-8)

Sea *2a!eF 0.71 F113900o

P15 715 0 .1J095271 0 I*2.4(3)
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The sensitivity analysis for P is as follows:
m

S8 tLTi 6FT'+ L- ( L+WS (3-82)

where .

" • 0,000 (3-83)

1 3,400, %0 2 ,3o o.

S' L91[00 COS =z 0 (3-84)

0_9652 2T35 0 + = 38

ST10. 9527 O ' -24,800I + 20 0 -
,% 7150 i0.I323J 113 00 0 LCo, ex )

Loe COS I, Cos x -1 (3-86)

62 4.3 (3-87)
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.s09652 FO2351/ 0 0~~s',..715o0 0.9527 -24,SO0 + 2330 jco**' (3-88)0Lo.1323 J\13,000J LCos 0 -

Let Cos ,z' Il Co s Sit "I (3-89)

Pal -- (3-90)

S8
Spuo (3-91)

S, - 0Pat0 (3-92)

S as 0
Ps~ (3-93)

s~ 31,5000 0Coox (-4

Let Cos I (3-95)

(3-96)
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0u. 3 Bo3 2 3* 20 -C os O\

Let Cos Gx 1 , Cos eyaI (3-98)

S* 2.7 (3-99)

F.0 + C (3-100)

sNs 715!.§0 .4123( 1 2LCosex)(10

Let Cos ex •-I, Cos Gy I (3-101)

vpm92.7 (3-102)

The sensitivity analysis for FT is as follo3s:

S TJ "F"71
S, LM .(Psi-pi(3-103)
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SI "0 (3-104)
FTo

S T O(3-105)
FTe

SFT, -O 
(3-106)

8, 113,000 1 .. 5

FTI 3150 0 00.5 (3-107)
P FTg 31,50 J 0 J

119000 o. 275 .0127
113t000 O. 09527 0 v2.0 (3-108)P 71Fcj=l50 L-o.1323j 0

$3 0.27351 F-.1270
SuI a -&0 0.9527] 0 U 2.0 (3-109)

P13 7150 -O.1323 L 0

S* 311500 0.9 (3-110)3 1 5 00  J

3 7150 0.9527I  0 • I.1 (3-111)

. 0[2 1.I0
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0.27T3] 93
93 230 0.95271 0 . (3-112)S T3 150 :0.1323 r 0

The sensitivity analysis for M is as follows:

M ccp

S MepI Si (3-113)

where e 0am[, J L3 1

0 000 (3-11 4)

S $ U 00 (3-115)
mop

1.3.82 0 0 (3-117)

1,5o, 0l]-l }o
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13000 -o .2731F 0
13,800 10.95271 ' I.1. (3-118)

S.,a 7150 L2o. 32 0

$a 13800 [g0 i 7 0
S 1 5 0I3310 0.9521 -1 (3-119)

SS 2430[0 0 (3-120)

[0.2739 F"
S, .2430 -0.2 7' 0 "L045 (3-121)

*2430 0.21 i 0 .4 (3-122)
7150 LO. 9523j Li0
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RESULTS

The results of the sensitivity analysis are summarized in

Table 3-2. Parameters which are determined as a result of a

measurement via a transducer--notably WL, FT, and M p--were all

found to be significant. In addition specified constants Wv, Pv'

PT9 and P, were found to be significant. Only the weight of

the stationary portion of the mast (Wms) was found to be noncritical.

The following conclusions may be drawn from the analysis:

1. All measured parameters are required. Thus, no transducers

may be eliminated.

2. All constants which specify vehicle geometry and etc., except

one are critical. Therefore, it will be necessary to specify these

for the particular vehicle model.

Answering the originally posed questions, none of the terms can be

ignored and all have a significant effect on the overall determination

of stability.
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Term S1 S2  s3

WV 1.3 3.7 7.8

WL 0.14 1.4 1.0

WMS 0.02 0.23 0.24

XV  0.5 2.3 2.3

Yv 1.0 4.4 4.4

0.86 3.8 3.8

XT  0 5.3 5.3

YT 1.0 1.1 1.1

ZT 2.0 2.4 2.4

XM  0 4.3 4.3

YM 0 0 0

ZM 1.9 2.7 2.7

FTX 0 0 0

FTy 0.5 2.0 2.0

FTZ 0.9 1.1 1.1

mcpx  0 0 0

ICY 0 1.8 1.8

pz 0 0.05 0.05

Table 3-2 Results of Sensitivity Analysis
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CHAPTER IV

IMPLEMENTATION OF THEORY

This section will detail the method utilized to implement the

Stability Monitor Theory. Since the Monitor is based on a microcom-

puter, implementation of the Monitor logic is performed by "Software"

as opposed to "hardware". The sequential logic operations are coded

so the microcomputer can execute these operations repetitively. The

coding is done in a high-level language designed for microcomputer

program development with specific commands written for this applica-

tion.

LOGIC FLOW

The Stability Monitor logic is performed in two distinct blocks-

the Main Program and Computation Routine. The Main Program is entered

when the "RUN" switch is activiated, immediately transferring to the

Computation Algorithm, which is a sub-program. On return from the

subroutine, Main makes some basic decisions regarding stability. The

proper action is taken to process indicators /alarms and the entire

process is then repeated. Figures 4-1 and 4-2 are flow charts of the

program logic.

PP/i IMPLEMENTATION

The Stability Monitor program logic was coded in a microcomputer

language (dubbed FP/i) developed by the FPRC - O.S.U. for Hydraulic

applications. The specifics of PP/i are discussed in Appendix A.
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MAIN

CALCULATE

CALL
COMPUTATIO

ROUTINE

NORMAL DISPLAY DISPLAY
NORMAL
SWITCH

DISPLAY PARAMETER
LAST ENTERED

YES NO
Itch>LIMI

?

ACTIVATE CLEAR Spitch
S Ditch L INDI

INDICATOR

YES NO
R

TI ATE JcLEAR SLR

LEF R LL INDICATOR

INDI T R

YES ?LIMIT NO
R

ACTIVATE JCLEAR SRRJ

S RIGHT INDICATOR
ROLL

INDICATOR

ACTIVATE
AUDIO
ALARM

Main Program Flowchart
Fig. 4-1
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COMUTATION

CALCULATE

CONSTANTS

NEA LOG PARAMETERS

CALCULATE: OT, PLIFT ALIFTW*LOAD,

CALCULATE Ax. I A

CALCULATE PIA 7 P2A2 . AT.ATz

CALCULATE SPItch (Mo )

CALCULATE Moy, Mo z

CALCULATE 8 LRR

RETURN

Computation Algorithm

Fig. 4-2
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This version of PP/i was tailored to the Stability Monitor require-

ments.

High Level Microcomputer Languages

The computer language used here is a High Level Language (HLL),

instead of Assembly language. This is in opposition to the traditional

approach to microprocessor software design, where all logic is written

in assembler code and committed to PROM for automatic controller oper-

ation on power-up.

Some advantages of the HLL approach are ease of programming due

to fewer lines of code required and English-like instructions;

drastically reduced firmware development time; reduced need for com-

ments and detailed flow charting which reduces documentation time and

bulk; encouragement of Structured Programming practices and program

portability.

The HLL used in the Stability Monitor (PP/i) is a BASIC-like

interpreter written specifically for the Intel 8085 viC and scaled to

fit in 6 k bytes of memory. Thus, execution time is relatively slow

compared with assembly code, but a large amount of memory is not

required to store this HLL, as it would be for a compiler or enhanced

interpreter. This slower execution speed is still adequate for use in

this application.

The following paragraphs discuss the specific items involved with

Stability Monitor implementation.

Stability Monitor Equations

The goal of the Monitor is to determine when and if an unstable
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WFT configuration occurs and to activate the appropriate alarms. To

this end, three scalar equations (vector components) are performed in

the Computational Algorithm to determine S pitch' Sleft roll' and

Sright roll (the Stability Indexes). These equations are shown below.

1) Spitch ox

M YvWX z-ZvWvAy+[(P1A1-P2A2)SinOT] (YT)

-[(PA1-P2A2)CoseT] (ZT-ZH)4(-ZmWL y)

2) SLR f  ALRMo 0LRX (Mox)+kLRY (Hoy)+A LRZ (MOZ)

M X (S )+A [z WvXx-X W 'x4+(ZWL'x-XmWL'z )
LRX pitch LRY v vx v v mx mz

+ DAFmz'mz]+ LRZ[XvWv"y-Yvv x + (XmW LAy)

- (XDAF M yY)

3) SRR - MR2 fiRRx(MR2x)+XRRy (MR2Y)+XRRz(MR2Z)

SRRX [Mox R 2 Y z- R2Z RY Moy+P R2zWx

- PR2XWXZ }IA RRZ [Mo +PR2XWXy-PR2YWAx]

But: PR2Y=PR2z=O

Therefore: equation 3 becomes equation 4:

4) SRJ -x [M]A [ P X]A E
i 4) SR = RRx[Mx R[MoF+R2XW z]+RRZ[Moz- R2XW"y]

To reduce equations (1,2,4) to a form easily implemented with the

programing language (F /1), make the following parameter assignments.
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Let:

A YW E= XW Z =Z - z M

B vv mWL K6 =XDAFM

C =ZW~ W W Wv + WL
m L v L

Now the equations for implementation appear in this form:

5) Spitc - B*X + [(PIAI - P2A2) (sin 0T)(YT)]) Spitch  A* z  B*y 11 22T T

- [(PIAI - A2) (Cos eT)*Z] - (C/2 *X )
Y

6) SLR LRX(Spitch) + LR(Moy) + XLRZ(Moz)

7) SRR Rxx(Spitch + xRRY(Moy + lz + RRZ (Moz - y

where: M [(B*X - E*X -+ (C*X F*) + (K6* Xm )]
oy x z x z z

M = [(E*X - A*X ) + (F*X) - K6* xMYoz y xym

A*, B*, C*, D*, E*, F* are constants

Tilt Cylinder Angle Derivation

One parameter (6T) cannot be directly measured. An indirect

method was devised where the relationship between a known parameter

and the
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desired one allows calculation of it. Thus 9T is derived from 6 using

a linear model and the Least Squares Curve Fit technique. The four

data points below were measured and used to fit the straight line func-

tion.

i X-0m Y=0T

1 2.30 9.0

2 0.0 10.0

3 -5.0 11.3

4 -11.8 12.5

The relationship between em and 
0T is a straight line represented

by the equation: 0T a 9.81 - .2420 M

Angle Corrections

The angle measurements for both vehicle orientation and mast angle

are made using the Humphrey pendulum-type transducer. Therefore the

output is erroneous when it makes an angle with more than one plane.

The angle transducer outputs must be corrected by a factor of the co

sine of the "insensitive" angle, i.e., if ey is 100 and sx i 100, the

transducer output of 0y must be corrected by cose These correction

terms are included in FP/i statements, noted in the narrative. Also,

the measured mast angle must be corrected for both ex x 0(via cos 0 X),

and for actual vehicle angles along the Y axis (8 y 0).
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Tilt Cylinder Corrections

The problem of reduced pressure in the tilt cylinder when extend-

ed to the mechanical mast stops is solved here by sensing the (max.

and min.) mast positions with mechanical limit switches. When either

a forward or backward stop is reached, P8 or P9 have a value of +5

volts and the Monitor will use the last tilt cylinder pressures to

determine the force FT, preventing an erroneously small force calcula-

tion when in this configuration. Otherwise, when the mast is not

resting on a stop, the values of P8 and P9 are zero volts. This

correction is performed in FP/I interpreter statements, and therefore

the slower execution speed combined with the polling technique create

a small probability that an occasional Limit condition may pass

unnoticed.

Calculation of X
_ _z

The direction cosine for the Z axis (A z) cannot be feasibly

measured in a direct fashion. However, it can be computed from the

definition of the direction cosine. The magnitude of the vector I-
v

must always be one. Therefore, measuring e and e permits A to be

derived from this relationship:

X - Cos e = - cos e -Cos
z z 1 y

The minus sign is included because ( z) will always be negative unless

the vehicle is overturned.

Stability Limits

The parameters P44, P45, and P46 are the limits for vehicle sta-
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Equation Metric
Parameter Variable Representation Value Units

Pi P Tilt Cylinder Pressure Newtons-Meterz

(rod side)
P2 P2  Tilt Cylinder Pressure Newtons-Meter

2

(head side)
P3 PLift Lift Cylinder Pressure Newtons-Meter2

P4 a Angle 1 - X axis with Degrees
x Horz.

P5 e Angle 2 - Y axis with Degrees
Y Horz.

P6 0 Angle 3 - Mast angle Degrees
m W/Vert.

P7 XDXAFa  (a) Side Strain on Mast Microstrain

Ps Limit Limit switches for

P9 Limit PI, P2 (tilt cylinder)

PI0 ¥v Y component; e.g. -0.7493 Meters
vector

PI1 Zv  Z component; e.g. 0.6426 Meters
vector

P12 XvWv  Newton-Meter
V ' Product of vehicle

P13 Y W weight and position Newton-Meters
v V vector for c.g. of

P14 Z vW vehicle Newton-Meters

P15 ZT -Zm  Meters

P16 Z Z component, Mast 0.4318 Meters

vector
P17 ZT  Z component, Tilt 0.5588 Meters

cylinder vector

PIS 0T Tilt cylinder angle ----- Degrees
W/Horz.

P19 X X component, Mast 0.9493 Meters
vector

P20 XLRX -0.2735

P21 ADirection cosines for 0.9527
P2 IV I Left roll axis

P22 ALRZ  -0.1323 -

P23 A2  Tilt cylinder piston .0235 Meters
2

area (head side) 2
P24 A 1  Tilt cylinder piston .01707 Meters

area (rod side) 2

P25 A Lift Lift cylinder piston .0025 Meters

area

Table 4-1

Geometric Parameter Values and Program Variable Descriptions
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Equation Metric
Parameter Variable Representation Value Units

P26 YT Y component of Tilt -0.5969 Meters
cylinder position

P27 K Scaling factor for a 1.371703 N-m/ia
x 108

P28 Wm  Mast weight (stationaryl 3620.0 Newtons

P29 PR2X Position (x component) 0.8000 Meters
to Reaction Force

P30 Xv  X component, c.g. Pos. 0.4000 Meters
Vector

P31 W Weight of vehicle (Less 24715.3 Newtons
Mast)

P32 Spitch Stability index for Newton-Meter
Pitch Axis

P33 SL Stability index for Newton-Meter
Left Roll Axis

P34 SRR Stability index for Newton-Meter
Right Roll Axis

P35 WL  Weight of Load Newtons

P36 X
x

P37 x Vehicle direction
Y cosines

P38 A
z

P39 Cos eT  Cosine of tilt cylinder
Angle

P40 Sin eT Sine of tilt cylinder
Angle

P41 A RRx 0.2735

P42 Direction cosines for 0.9527
Left Roll Axis

P43 ARKZ  -0.1323

P44 APitch Limit 1000.0 Newton-Meter

P45 SLR Limit 800.0 Newton-Meters

P46 SRR Limit 800.0 Newton-Meter

W Wv + W Total (Vehicle + Load) Newtons
Weight

F XmWL  Newton-Meters

I PRZ-W Newton-Meters

MProgram Variables
oyM2 M Newton-Metersi oy

M3 Moz Newton-Meters

Table 4-1 (Continued)
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bility. These were determined empirically, to provide a conservative

value for comparison with the calculated stability index of the

Monitor. These values will of course be different for each vehicle

model. Therefore, they were included in the user input parameter

section and are listed in Table 4-1.

Parameter Assignments

Table 4-1 contains all the geometric parameters and program var-

iables with short descriptions and actual values used (CLARK WFT) by

FPRC-OSU for testing purposes. These values are entered on the Monitor

front panel keypad and stored in CMOS RAM. The parameters without

values are program variables and are not user entered; however, they

can be examined from the front-panel display for analysis.

Stability Monitor Program

The actual Monitor software is listed here in its entirety. Com-

ments are provided for documentation.

MAIN PROGRAM CC4ENTS (Preceded by semi-colon)

Line No. Statement

5 MEAS PS, P9 ; Input Limit Switches

6 If P8>2048 then 9 ; On FWD. stop?

7 If P9>2048 then 9 ; On REAR stop?

8 MEAS P1, P2 ; NO, measure tilt pressures

9 MEAS P3, P4, P5, P6, P7 ; Measure analog parameters

10 Go Sub 90 ; Stability calculation routine
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15 Displ ; Display parameter keyed last

20 If P32)P44 then 60 ; Sp>SpLim?

25 Reset SV2 ; Clear Indicator

30 If P33P45 then 62 ; S LR>S Lim?

35 Reset SV1 ; Clear
40 If P34>P46 then 64 ; S RR>S RRLim?

45 Reset SV3 ; Clear

50 Go to 5 , Begin again

60 SET SV2 ; Set Spalarm

61 Go to 30

62 Set SVI ; Set S LRalarm

63 Go to 40

64 SET SV3 ; Set SRRalarm

70 Go to 5

COMPUTATION ALGORITHM

90 LET P12 = P30 * P31 ; X WVV

100 LET P13 = P10 * P31 ; YW~vv

102 LET P14 = PI * P31 ; Z W
vv

104 LET P15 = P17 -P16 ; ZT- Z M

106 LET P6 = P6 * COS P4 ; Correct e
m

108 LET J = P4 * COS P5 ; 8 Corrected
x

110 LET P5 = P5 * COS P4 ; 8 Corrected

y
112 LET P4 = J

115 LET P6 = P6 -P5 ; Adjust 8m for ey_ 0
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120 LET P18 - 0.242 * P6 ;Caic. e T

122 LET P18 -9.81 -P18

124 LET P35 - P3 * P25 P ~LiftAift

126 LET P35 - P35/Co. P6

128 LET P35 -P35/Co. P4

130 LET P35 =P35 +P28 ; PdcL +o e wm

m x

132 LET F - P19 +P35 ; XmW - F

134 LET W - P35 +P31 ; W v+ W - W

140 IF P4<0 Then 400 ; Adjust for neg. angles

142 LET P36 -- SIN P4 ;Xx -- SINOe

144 IF P5<0 Then 405

146 LET P37 -SIN P5 ; xy - SIN 0

148 LET J-COS P4 * COS P4 CO co 2 e

150 LET K -1.-J 1C 2

152 LET JmCOS P5 *COSP5 CO 2

154 LET K -K- J

156 LET K "-K ;GET Pos. value

158 LET P38 -SQRT K A; )-1-COS 2e -Cos.

200 LET C ~P16 *P35 ;ZMWL

206 LET I P29 *W ;PR2 W~

208 LET J ~P1 *P24 ; P1A 1

210 LET K P2 *P23 ; PA 2

212 LET U iJ K ;(P 1A - P22
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214 LET P39 = COS P18 ; SIN 0T (XTZ)

216 LET P40 = SIN P18 ; COS 0T (ATY)

CALC. S -(Mx)

pitch ox

230 LET J = P13 * P38 Y W X

232 LET K = P14 * P37 ; Z WXvv y

234 LET V = J-K ; AX -BXz y

236 LET J = U * P40

238 LET J = P26 * J ; (YT)(P1A1 - P2A2 )SIN 
0T = FTz

240 LET U = U * P39

242 LET K = U * P15 ; (ZT-ZM)(PIAl-P2A2)COSGT = FTy

244 LET U = C/2

246 LET U = U * P37 ; C/2 *
y

248 LET J = J + V

250 LET K = K - U

252 LET P32 = J - K ; S

CALC. M -*(M2)
Oy

260 LET J = P14 * P36 ; Z W

262 LET K = P12 * P38 ; XvWv z

264 LET U = J -K ;U = B *X) E *X

266 LET J = C *P36 ; ZmWLX

268 LET K = F *P38 ; XWL X

270 LET K - J K
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272 LET K - K/2 ; ( * -F* A Z)

274 LET - P27 * P7 ; (X* AF)K

276 LET J -J * COS P6 ; XD * " * mz

278 LET K - U+K

280 LET M2 - J+K ; M oy.-(M2)

CAM, M (M3)oz

290 LET J - P12 * P37

300 LET K - P13 * P36

310 LET U - J-K ; E *A A *X
y x

315 LET J - F * P37

320 LET K - J/2 ; (F , y

325 LET J - P27 * P7 ; KX ,, YD *A

330 IF J<O Then 410 ; correct If neg. for sine

335 LET J - J * SIN P6 ; XD * AFM *.XMY

340 LET K - U+K

345 LET M3 - K-J ; M oz-(M3)

CALC. S -L•

350 LET J - P20 * P32 ; XLEM (MOX)

355 LET K - P21 * M2 ; XLRY (Moy)

360 LET U - P22 * M3 ; )LRZ (Moz)

365 IET P33 - J+K

370 LET P33 - P33+U ; SLR
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CAMC S RR = x R MA

375 LET J = I * P38 ; PR2W x

380 LET J = M2+J

383 LET J = J * P42 RRy[Moy+ly

385 LET K = I * P37

388 LET K = M3-K

390 LET K = K * P43 RRZ[Moz-Iy

#93 LET J = J+K

395 LET K = P32 * P41

397 LET P34 = J+K ; -SRR

398 LET P34 = -P34

399 RETURN ; End of computation subroutine

Corrections for Negative Angles

400 LET P36 = SIN P4 ; correct for Ax

402 GO TO 144

405 LET P37 = -SIN P5 ; correct for XY

408 GO TO 148

410 LET J = -SIN P6 * J ; correct Moz

415 GO TO 340

420 END

Geometric Parameters

The derivation of certain geometric parameters is not obvious,

and these are shown below:
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a)P m ] -FT +T 2

This is the sum of the two tilt cylinder position vectors.

b) IZ:J -  + 2
I
u
X
[x] + [ox] I [15558+ .63183]

This is the sum of the mast support position vectors.

D [ m I - m2 I [2

This is the difference of the two mast support position

vectors. Also: YD - - 0 due to vehicle geometry.

Therefore: r~
PD [ ; but XD * Fm is directly measured via

the strain Line as implemented here.

d) PV - Iv 1  the position vector to the IfFT vehicle
[zVJ center of gravity. This is defined by the

manufacturer.

All these measurements are taken with respect to the vehicle

coordinate system, described in the theory section. The areas (A1,

A2 , A3) were obtained by calculation from a known load and cylinder

pressure, measured via the system pressure transducers.
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CHAPTER V

WFT STABILITY MDNITOR HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

This section describes the function of the various hard-

ware modules comprising the WFT STABILITY MONITOR. Basic over-

all system operation is explained, and figure 5-1 is a block

diagram of the overall system. The circuit schematics and

specifications are detailed in the appendix.

MICROCOMPUTER CONFIGURATION

The heart of the Stability Monitor is the M-85 micro-

computer (vC) developed by the Fluid Power Research Center,

Oklahoma State University. The Intel 8085 microprocessor forms

the nucleus for the VC. This is an 8-bit uP with an average

operating speed of 1.2 micro-second per instruction. There is

one thousand (IK) bytes of C0OS read/write memory available for

system parameter storage ad PP/I scratchpad memory. The in-

terpreter itself resides in six thousand (6K) bytes of Erasable

Programmable Read Only Memory (EPROM). This memory is non-

volatile; thus, the interpreter is permanently stored in the system.

The microcomputer controls monitor operation via the I/0

system, which consists of two Input/Output cards, a Keyboard/

Display card, and front panel switches/indicators. A 12-bit

Analog-to-Digital (A/D) Converter card and 8 channel signal

conditioning card provide transducer input for the necessary

analog parameters. The microcomputer has the capability to
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measure 15 analog inputs, which are then converted to engineering

units. When an analog input is measured, it is assigned a symbolic

name and can be referenced similar to any other variable.

Communications with the operator are through a 16-key numeric

keyboard and 10 digit L.E.D. display. The operator has the cap-

ability of entering parametric data from this keyboard, or read-

ing data stored in CMOS RAM. He can also halt the currently

executing procedure from the front-panel.

All the cards (except Keyboard/Display) are contained in two

eight-slot card racks and interconnect via the backplane "mother-

boards" and multiconductor flat cable. The entire enclosure is

fabricated using a modular concept to facilitate repair. The

following paragraphs provide a detailed explanation of each circuit.

CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT

The CPU-EPROM card contains both the 8085 UP and a portion

of FP/1 Interpreter, which resides in EPROM.

The CPU executes 8085 machine operations stored as binary

instructions in Read-Only-Memory, performing sequential logic

operations at a 3Mz rate. Additional support circuitry performs

the following functions:

a) 8212 address latch to demultiplex the 8085 bus

b) 8205 address decoder for 2716 addressing

c) 8216 bidirectional buffers to prevent bus loading
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d) 74LS244 and 74LS368 tri-state drivers for control signals

ERASEABLE PROGRAMMABLE READ-ONLY MEMORY

The EPROM section is populated by 4 Intel 2716 devices. These

are 2K byte (high density) Erasable Programmable Read Only Memories

for storing the programming language, as well as the Stability

Monitor software. They can be erased by exposure to ultraviolet

radiation and then reprogrammed, if desired.

CMOS RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY

The CMOS RAM provides the system with limited non-volatile read/

write memory capability to store the vehicle parameters, stability

limits, and other system constants. The FP/l interpreter also

uses CMOS RAM for "scratch-pad" and variable storage.

The memory devices used are Intel 5101L-1 450 nsec., static,

CMOS RAM's. The CMOS technology makes possible the long battery

life required to hold parametric information when system power is

disconnected. The decoding circuit consists of Al and A4 together

with a 3205 and 8212 latch. The 74LS30, Al, A2 and 74LS244 perform

data bus enabling and driving. An on-board battery with transistor

switching network is used to automatically switch from vehicle to

battery power. Power failure is sensed by the CA3130 comparator

circuit which disables CMOS RAM to protect its contents and generates

an interrupt to the uP.

PROGRAMMABLE PERIPHERAL INTERFACE
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The I/O cards provide the digital input/output interface to

the uC. The device used is the Intel 8255 PPI, which is directly

compatible with the 8085 and requires a minimum amount of support

circuitry - one 8205 address decoder. All digital inputs and

control outputs are routed through the I/0 card. The specific

configuration of these lines is software programmable.

KEYEOARD/DISPLAY

This board resides on the front-panel of the Stability Monitor

enclosure and provides both keyboard inputs (parameter changes

and identification) and visual output via the on-board 16-key pad

and 10 digit L.E.D. display.

The primary component is the 8279 Programmable Keyboard

Display device, which controls the keyboard parsing and display

refresh actions. An oscillator circuit (555 Timer) provides the

correct refresh clock rate. The segment driver circuit (9374,

2N2907's) and the digit driver circuit (U4, U5, U6, U7, US, 7442)

are activated from the PKD. The keyboard parsing is performed via

the 7442 decoder and PKD Scan/return lines.

ANALOG - TO - DIGITAL CONVERTER

The A/D incorporated in the Monitor is an entire 16 channel,

12-bit data acquisition system in a single module and resides on

one printed circuit board. The unit (SDM 853) is produced by

Burr-Brown Corporation. The A/D analog input range is 0.0 to 5.0

so
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volts. The output is a digitized linear response from 000016 to

FFF16 (010 to 409510), e.g., a 2.5'v input should yield an output

of 7FF 16 (204710), or mid-scale. The channel number is received

and latched via the STROBE control line which also causes a con-

version to begin after the appropriate multiplexer has accessed

the analog input line. The instrumentation amplifier then feeds

the Sample-and-Hold which prevents "signal droop" at the A/D con-

verter input. The 12 outputs are routed through an I/0 card to the

CPU. Conversion time is 24 U sec.

SIGNAL CONDITIONING

An 8-channel signal conditioning card provides the appropriate

signal level conversion and filtering from the transducer outputs

to the A/D input. Thus the analog signals are converted to the

appropriate O-5v range for A/D conversion. Each channel consists

of two stages. Stage 1 is configured as a standard differential

amplifier and stage two provides gain and offset capability.

POWER SYSTEM

Power for the microcomputer is generated by the two power

supplies residing on the rear panel. The 12v D.C. vehicle power

is fused (6 Amperes) and filtered to prevent RFI transient noise

from entering the system. The power supplies generate +5 volts

D.C. @ 6 Amps for the digital circuitry and + 15 volts D.C. @ 0.3

Amps for the analog circuits. All power cables are routed through

"molex" style connectors to enhance the modular concept. The +15
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volt regulator contains an integral over-voltage protection (OVP)

device to protect circuitry in the event of power supply failure.

Exact power supply electrical schematics appear in the appendix.

The D.C. input operating range is 9.8v minimum, and 18.Ov max-

imum.

FRONT AND REAR PANELS

Three toggle-type switches are provided for operator inputs,

as system coumands. A ten-digit display indicates the parameter

values stored in CHOS RAM, and the keyboard allows specifying the

parameter. A key-type power switch is installed on the front

panel, and 3 L.E.D.'s show instability about the respective axis.

The vehicle transducer interface is at the rear panel where

the power and analog connectors reside. Shielded cabling is

used to route analog input signals to the Monitor. A connector

for the teletype (TTY) is also provided on the rear panel, but

is not used. The Audio Alert is also present here. The appendix

contains all schematics for the panels.

TRANSDUCERS

There are seven transducers providing analog information to

the Monitor regarding the load and vehicle orientation in 3-space.

See the appendix for calibration and connection information.

Pressure Transducers: these provide information regarding

the load.
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Pressure 1 (P1) - SER NO. 46 - rod side of tilt cylinder;
0-3000 psi
Pressure 2 (P2) - SER NO. 47 - head side of tilt cylinder;
0-3000 psi
Pressure 3 (P3) - SER NO. 48 - lift cylinder pressure;
0-3000 psi

These are National Semiconductor transducers with a high

level output, requiring +15v excitation.

Angle Transducers: these determine vehicle orientation.

Angle 1 (P4) - angle made from x-axis; (-450 to +450)
Angle 2 (P5) - angle made from y-axis; (-45O to +450)
Angle 3 (P6) - mast angle (from vertical); (-450 to +450)

These are Humphrey pendulum type transducers.

Strain Link: this strain gauge transducer (LEBOW) provides

side loading information (i.e. unbalanced load) Strain (P7) -

(-250 ustrain to +250 pstrain).

SYSTEM OUTPUTS

The Stability Monitor outputs are provided for the WFT oper-

ator and the test engineer. Two different types of alarms are

controlled by digital type outputs, i.e. on/off. These outputs

are:

Digital Output Alarm*

SVI Left Roll Indicator
SV2 Pitch Axis Indicator
SV3 Right Roll Indicator

If any one of the three indicators is activated, the Audio

Alert will sound.
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The 3 indicators reside on the systea front panel and show insta-

bility about the respective axia. The Audio Alert is located on

the rear panel. These digital outputs are activated by the FP/1

SET instruction, and deactivated by the RESET instruction.

8
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I
CHAPTER VI

TESTING PROGRAM

A testing program was performed on the WFT STABILITY MONITOR to

verify its operation and examine the performance of the device. The

tests were conducted on a Clark Model 1641076 (Serial No. RT 115)

warehouse lift truck. The vehicle is a 4000 pound cushion-tire lift

truck.

Tests performed include lifting a load in excess of the rated

capacity of the vehicle, tilting the mast with rated load, and oper-

ation on various slopes. All -ests were performed under static

conditions using a dead load suspended from the forks similar to that

discussed in ANSI B56.1-1975 with the exception that the load is

euspinded from directly on the top face of the forks.

TESTING PROGRAM

The tests performed were as follows:

Test 1 - Lift a Load in Excess of Rated Capacity

A 2000 kgm (4500 pound force) load is lifted with the

mast at a height of 1.8V (6.0 ft.) with the mast verti-

cal, and the vehicle on a horizontal surface.

The three Stability Indices are recorded.

The above procedure is repeated for a total of 5

repetitions.

Test 2 - Tilt the Mast with the Rated Load.

A 1800 kgm (4000 pound force) load -t lifted at heights of
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2.44, 3.0, 3.6 M (8, 10, 12 ft.) and with mast angles of

+20 (forward), 00 (vertical and -20 (rearward). The Stability

Indices are recorded for each test condition. Each is re-

peated five times. (Note: The procedure of tilting the

mast and then lifting to the specified height has been used

to insure more accurate measurement of test conditions.)

(Note: During this test, care was taken to insure that the

tilt cylinder was neither fully extended nor fully retracted

in order. As discussed in previous chapters, such a con-

dition would result in erroneous results).

Test 3 - Lift a Load on a Longitudinal Slope.

Lift a 900 kgm (2000 pound force) load at a height 2.4 M

(8.0 ft.) with the vehicle positioned on a 4 longitudinal

slope (rear wheels elevated above front wheels. Record the

Stability Indices and repeat for a total of five repetitions.

Test 4 - Lift a Load on a Lateral (Side) Slope.

Lift a 900 kgm (2000 pound force) load at a height of 1.8 M

(6.0 ft.) with the vehicle positioned on a 60 (operator's

left side lower) lateral slope. Record the Stability Indices

and repeat for a total of five repetitions.

Test 5 - Lift a Load on a Combination Slope.

Lift an 8900 kgm (2000 pound force) load at a height of 1.8
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CHAPTER VI

TESTING PROGRAM

* A testing program was pert onmd on the lilT STABILITY MONITOR to

verify its operation and examine the performance of the device. The

teuts were conducted on a Clark Model 1641076 (Serial No. RT 115)

warehouse lift truck. The vehicle is a 4000 pound cushion-tire lift

truck.

Teuts performed include lifting a load in excess of the rated

capacity of the vehicle, tilting the mast with rated load, and oper-

ation on various slopes. All tests were perf ormed under static

conditions using a dead load suspended from the forks similar to that

discussed in ANSI B56.*1-1975 with the exception that the load is

suspended from directly on the top face of the forks.

TESTING PROGRAM

The tests performed were as follows:

Teat 1 - Lift a Load in Excess of Rated Capacity

A 2000 kgm (4500 pound force) load is lifted with the

mat at a height of 1.8V (6.0 ft.) with the mast verti-

cal, and the vehicle on a horizontal surface.

The three Stability Indices are recorded.

The above procedure Is repeated for a total of 5

repetitions.

Test 2 -Tilt the Mast with the Rated Load.

A 1800 kgui (4000 pound force) load-go lifted at heights of
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M (6.0 ft.) vith the vehicle positioned on a side slop% of

0 0
90 (operator's right side lower) and forward slope of 1

Record the Stability Indices and repeat for a total of five

repetitions.

RESULTS

It should be readily apparent that numerous physical constants

must be specified to describe the vehicle geometry and the performance

of the system is greatly affected by the exact numnerical constants

chosen. Although these constants provide great flexibility in adapting

the system to various vehicle geometries, the task of accurately

determining all of the constants is Indeed non-trivial. Many of the

constants can be readily deteruined by direct measurement.* But several

are difficult to accurately measure. These are best determined by

trial-and-error procedures. Numerous tests were performed to gain

Insight in the behavior of the system and to tailor the system per-

formance. The constants actually used for the testing program are

shown in Fig. 6-1.

During the tests, a significant problem was identified. The

sensitivity analysis was used to Identify which (if any) of the Input

parameters had little effect on the overall performance of the system.

It was found that all parameters must be measured and these measure-

ments must be Incorporated In the calculations. But the analysis

did not address In depth the reverse question, that is, which para-

meters have a doinant or even overwhelming effect on the performance
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of the system. After extensive testing, it was realized that one

parameter in particular had a very tremendous effect on the system.

The strain measured via the strain link has a highly dominant

effect on the left and right roll stability indices. Unfortunately,

numerous instrumentation problems were encountered in trying to accu-

rately measure the desired strain. The instrumentation problems have

been determined to result from two sources. First, drift in the signal

conditioning electronics resulted in erroneous measured values. The

signal conditioning electronics was redesigned to lessen this drift.

Second, the strain link appears to exhibit an offset in its output

signal after just a few cycles. It is not known whether this is an

historesis effect on the strain link or if the mechanical installation

is experiencing permanent deformation during the tests.

This instrumentation problem is complicated by the fact that the

strain must be measured is very small in magnitude. This small-magni-

tude value has a very substantial effect on the actual stability values.

To appreciate the significance of this, refer to the test results as

shown in Tables 6-1 through 6-14. The theory predicts that S L and

S should be equal when the vehicle is operated on level surface

and the load is supported equally by both forks. Table 6-1 shows the

results obtained with the vehicle unloaded on level surface. The

instrumentation was zeroed prior to initiating this test and the two

roll Stability Indices were equal and the values obtained for all

three Stability Indices were very close to that predicted by theory.

But once the tests were initiated (for example refer to Table 6-2) the
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Equation Metric
Parameter Variable Representation Value Units

PI0 Y Y component; c.g. vector -0.7493 Meters

V

P11 Zv  Z component; c.g. vector 0.6426 Meters

P16 Z Z component, Mast vector 0.4318 Heters

P17 ZT Z component, Tilt 0.5588 Meters
cylinder vector

P19 X component, Mast vector 0.9493 Meters

P20 A -0.2735 -
LRZ

P21 X Direction cosines for 0.9527
Left roll axis

P22 ALRZ  -0.1323

P23 A2  Tilt cylinder piston .0235 Meters2

area (head side)

P24 A1  Tilt cylinder piston .01707 Mters2

area (rod side)

P25 A'Lift Lift cylinder piston .0025 Meters2

area

P26 YT Y component of Tilt -0.5969 Meters
cylinder position

P27 K Scaling factor for o 1.371723 *-u/uo
x 10

P28 W3  Mast weight(stationary) 3620.0 Newtons

P29 P Position (x component) 0.8000 Meters
to Reaction Froce

P30 Iv  X component, c.g. Poo. 0.4000 Meters
Vector

P31 Iv  Weight of vehicle (Loes 24715.3 Newtons
Mast)

P41 "RU 0.2735

P42 my Direction cosines for 0.9527
__ Right Roll Axis

Table 6-1

Geometric Parameter Values for Testing Program

I "
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Equation Metric

Parameter Variable Representation Value Units

P43 A RRZ -0.1323

P44 Ptch Limit 1000.0 Newton-Meter

P45 - Limit 800.0 Newton-Meters

P46 SRR Limit 800.0 Newton-Meter

Table 6-1 (Continued)
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measured stability index for the left roll was vastly different than

the one for the right roll and did not agree with theory. Throughout

the remaining tests this number was consistently approximately 40%

higher whereas the right stability index agreed quite closely to

theory. Although it is not shown with these test results. if the test

whose results were shown in Table 6-1 were repeated at the end of the

testing, this offset in the left stability index would certainly be

observed.

Although the test results presented here show an offset In the left

stability index, it is not believed that the problem is strictly con-

fined to this index. Similarly, offsets could occur which result in

poor performance in the right stability index.

The results of the testing program are shown in Tables 6-1 through

6-14. The statistical variation as measured by the Coefficient of

Variance is typically quite small. (Note that the Coefficient of Var-

iance has been defined to be the variance of the values obtained normal-

ized by the full scale reading. Therefore, the coefficient of variants

can be interpreted as the variance expressed as percent of full scale).

The accuracy of data obtained (ignoring S L) is generally between

10-15% of that predicted by theory. Considering the complexity of this

system, approximations using the theory, and measurement uncertainty,

this is probably an acceptable accuracy.

An interesting study is to assume that the data shown for Test 2

was actually taken with the vehicle on a 2 0 forward incline. The ra-

tionale here is to understand the effect of an offset in the transducer
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which measures the vehicle forward angle. The results are shown in

Tables 6-15 through 6-23. Note that with only very minor exceptions

the values obtained for S and S are extremely accurate.
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TEST R.ESULT CON~CLUS IONS

By examining the trends exhibited in the data shown in this

chapter, it is concluded that the monitor can indeed detect vehicle

stability. But, very accurate, reliable, and precise measurements

in instrumentation techniques must be used. The difference of two

degrees in the angle measured by the vehicle forward angle sensor

represents only approximately 2% of full scale. Yet this 2% variation

could result in substantially different results as illustrated in the

data shown in Tables 6-15 through 6-23.

As previously discussed, it was learned through experience that

the accurate measurement of the strain value is highly critical in

obtaining acceptable results.
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CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This report has studied the Stability Index (S.I.) for counter-bal-

anced type vehicles operating under dynamic conditions on nonhorizontal

surfaces. The equations applicable to conventional warehouse lift trucks

were developed using this theory. Then, restrictions on these equations

were imposed to consider only static operation on nonhorizont~l surfaces.

The relative imporatnce of the various terms was studied using a sen-

sitivity analysis approach.

An exploratory system was developed which implements the S.I. Theory

on warehouse lift trucks operating under static conditions. The system

utilizes a microcomputer to measure various perimeters and calculate

an estimate of the relative stability using the Stability Index. Pro-

visions were made in this device to allow for easy modification of geo-

metric perimeters and for the examination of intermediate results.

A testing program was conducted on the device operating on horizon-

tal surfaces. It was found in this program that reasonable correlation

was obtained between the predicted stability and the actual stability.

It is concluded that the S.I. Theory is a valid concept. As suggested

in the introduction to this report, a critical need exists to augment the

operators ability and judgement for safer vehicles. The Stability In-

dex Theory provides a means of assimilating available information and

using this to predict stability on a real time basis. Although the

computations required can be quite complex, this is little problem for

modern, state of the art microcomputers.
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But, several problems still do exist. Mechanical stops on the

hydraulic cylinders of many vehicles can result in inferring erroneous

information. Although limit switches can be installed to detect when

such a situation arises, a better approach would be to utilize cylinders

with hydraulic stops. Then the pressure transducers would be installed

directly into the chamber of a cylinder with the confined fluid and

would provide valid information at all times. Although retro-fitting

existing vehicles with set cylinders may be somewhat expensive, it is

quite reasonable to assume that new machines could be ordered with

such cylinders.

Another problem area is that of the transducers. Two factors are

of concern. First, the cost of the devices--especially when 6 trans-

ducers are used--can be a significant part of the total system cost.

Because of the general increase of the use of electronics and micro-

computers, it is expected that the transducers cost will significantly

decrease over the next few years. The second aspect to the transducer

problem is the ruggedness of these devices. Although devices such as

pressure transducers have in the past been considered to be quite

delicate, the prevalent use of these in the automotive industry is

expected to greatly imppove this situation. gut, it can not be over-

emphasized that the concept in its present form necessitates very

good instrumentation techniques. Such techniques may not be

reasonable for field implementations.

One final problem exists--the speed of reaction to dynamic

conditions. This was discussed in Chapter 2.
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It was pointed out that this represents a very fundamental hinderance

to the successful realization of the stability monitoring concept in

the field. Two approaches are possible to circumvent this problem.

First, the dynamic equations developed in Chapter 2 could be implemented

using appropriate accelerometer-type transducers. As pointed out in

Chapter 2, it is not anticipated that such an approach will provide

sufficient warning to the operator. A second approach would be to

utilize the static equations similar to those developed in this study.

In this situation stability limits which are sufficiently conservative

to insure stability even in a dynamic situation would be imposed. It

may be desirable to further augment the stability limits (by increasing

them) as a function of operating factors such as vehicle speed. This

approach would provide a warning to the operator that he is in a

potentially dangerous situation whereas the former approach would warn

the operator that he is indeed in a dangerous situation. It is believed

that the latter approach is the better from both the stand point of the

operator's safety and feasibility of implementation in the field.

It is recommended that further research be pursued to explore the

operation of the system in dynamic situations. It is recommended that

computer simulations be performed to analyze the behavior of the vehicle

under dynamic conditions and stability predicitons using both the

dynamic and static Stability Index models.

In summary, the Stability Index concept has been demonstrated to be

aviable approach to improving vehicle stability. Although several

problems are yet to be resolved, it is believed that if the various
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problems can be adequately solved this concept may be feasible for field

implementation on counterbalanced-type vehicles. Although this present

work is concentrated primarily on warehouse lift trucks, it is quite

reasonable to believe that the approach can be readily expanded to

accomodate other front loading-type of material handling equipment such

as rough terrain lift trucks.
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APPENDIX A

THE FP/1 LANGUAGE
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APPENDIX A

The FP/1 Language

Fluid Power/1 (FP/1) is a computer language developed by the

Fluid Power Research Center at Oklahoma State University for con-

trolling fluid power systems. Operations commonly required for

automating these systems have been identified; and single-statement,

high-level commands have been defined for implementing these operations.

FP/1 has been tailored for hydraulic test stand control. Other

applications for this language include mobile equipment control and

data acquisition in the fluid power environment.

FP/i was designed in order to allow a hydraulic test engineer

to learn to program the system with very little training. The lan-

guage has been patterned after a well-known computer language--Basic.

Its similarities with Basic enhance the ease of learning programming

techniques. A knowledge of computers is not prerequisite to the

efficient use of FP/I. FP/I allows the use of a low-cost micro-

computer system to perform tasks which were not previously econom-

ically feasible.

The high-level instructions in FP/I vastly reduce the amount of

time required for developing a program. Previous systems have been

programmed in Assembly language. Experience has shown that, to de-

velop such a program, from one-half to one and one-half years are

required. Any subsequent changes must be made in Assembly language.
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It was the goal for the Fluid Power Research Center in developing

FP/1 to allow test programs to be programmed in as short as one

day, following also for future changes to be made with a minimum

of time and effort.

Additional statements have been incorporated into FP/1 to

facilitate its utilization in the Stability Monitor. Table A-I

summarized the FP/1 instructions and provides a description of

each of these.
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Table A-i FP/1 Instruction Summary

Actuator Group:

SET Form: SET SVn

Sets Digital line n.

RESET Form: RESET SVn

Resets digital line n.

Measurement Group:

MEAS Form: MEAS parameter.

Measures test parameters in engineering units.

Includes pressures, temperatures, flows. Re-

sults stored until next measurement.

Progrm ControZ Group:

FOR-NEXT Form: FOR v = nl TO n2 STEP n3.

NEXT v.

Program loops from FOR statement to NEXT state-

ment. The loop parameter (v) is initialized

to nl and incremented by n3 when NEXT statement

is encountered. Looping continues until v ex-

ceeds n2.

GO TO n Program control transferred to line number n.

STOP Halts execution.

END End of program.

IF-THEN Form: IF expl operator exp 2 THEN n.
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Table A-1 (continued)

The value of expl is compared to the value of

exp 2. If relationship of these is as specified

by operator, then program control is trans-

ferred to line number n. If relationship is

not true, control passes to next statement.

Valid operators are as follows:

Equal

< Less than

<- Less than or equal

> Greater than

>= Greater than or equal

<> Not equal

GOSUB Form: GOSUB n.

Jump to subroutine located at n.

RETURN Form: RETURN.

Returns from Subroutine.

Arithmetic Group:

LET Form: LETvl = v2 opr v3.

Performs specified operation (oper) onto v2

and v3. Results are stored in vl. Valid

operators are as follows.

+ Add

- Subtract
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Table A-i (continued)

* Multiply

/ Divide

v2 may be optionally prefixed by a minus sign.

misc.:

PRINT Form: PRINT vl, v2, v3, etc.

Outputs information onto teletype. Valid

data types are variable or characters.

Characters strings are enclosed in quotes.

DISPLAY Form: DISPL

The numeric data representing a system

parameter (Pxx) are output to the system

display.

REM Form: REM "Characters."

Inserts comments (remarks) in program

listing.

Functions:

SIN Form: LET vl - Sin Pn

Sine of parameter Pn

00 < Pn < 900

COS Form: LET vl - Cos Pn

Cosine of Parameter Pn

00 < Pn < 900

SQRT Form: LET vl - SQRT Pn

Square root of Pn
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APPENDIX B

CIRCUITS SCHEMATICS

and

WIRING LISTS
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Fig. B-2 CPU/Program Memory Board Schematic
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THIS PAG.E 1' BEE:,T TALTUI PUOTIC"
- ;C

. 4 .4 Jt... . ... .

SDM853
ampifirs, UA~AD/mi~ilieS ~vi4,

anaog f unctions/modular power supplies
active filters/data Conversion products
arnpliliurs /DAC ABC/ mrultipliers-iiividells
aalug functiors/modu~ar power supplies
active filters/data conversion prodiucts

DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
amplifiers / VAC-AD/multipliers-dividers
analog lunctions/modular power supplies
active filters/data conversion products
amplifiers / DACAD/multiplievrs-divlders

" SAVES DESIGN TIME analog functions/modular power supplies4
" RELIABLE - 163 hour bake active filters/data conversion products
" LOW LEVEL or HIGH LEVEL INPUTS amplifiers /DAC-ADC/Iflfltipliers-dividers
" SAVES SPACE analog functions/modular power supplies
" FLEXIBLE-Up to four modes of operation active filters/data conversion products
" LOW COST- $170.00 in 100 quantities amplifiers / DAC-ADC/ multipliers-dividers

analog functions/modular power supplies
active filters/data conversion products
amplifiers /DAC-ADC/multipliers-dividers

DESCRPTIONanalog functions/modular power supplies
active filters/data conversion protiocts

I hi. SI)M83 is a4 ~onmplete 8t or 16 channel data aitplifiea-s/DAC-AC/nhuililliers-dividers
a.mi.41itiiin sstin in acompact 4.6" 3.0"~x II 175"tit analog functions/modulii; power supplies

.ae.Ihis system differs fromi most in tha it canacqui active filters/data conversion products
aind digitiie low level or high level analo, ignals. A built- amiplifiers/DAC-ADC/multipliers-dividers
in high qluality instraumentation .attpliller allows input atlflesdt ovrinpout
signal raknges% of ± l0mV it) ±10V. [Ihis mecans that the anlgfntions/modular power supplies
SI)M$t53 can be connected to low level setisors suc.h as atv.flesdtacneson.out
thermocouples and strain gauges without external signal amplifiers /DAC-ADC/multinliers-dividers
conditioning. analog functions/modular power sple
I his expaindable module accept% either I6single etdcd or sple
N differeential inputs and convert% the multiplexed data BUR R -B ROWN
.signal% into 12 hit digital words with an accuracy of
4 0.025% at throughput rates of up ti. 31.0A0sanplcs per
second.

4) lltlr-lk n It~a~h Co~urabo 197hTel: 1102494-1431 Tw it: 910IS21111 -Cali. OSACORP -Teke:611-6451

~a~gglrv E.,. 'mdurn nwer.; r. ';-s

Fig. B-10 AD Data Sheet
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SPECIFICATIONS

I %p-d .1 1 2%1 Cin - ld poster -phni tn

MODEL SDM853

TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS

I pint,, ml t, tpctlks

ANALOG INPUTS

Htl' %14111 P1I of I Clm.,ni,I

I~~~~fx Mlung Ii ogo iiI 'IN lit h

C. .

SIt~ Re Sii Iiituavw 5( I) jr 1) 102 1 NR" 0 30 ki, hntrltpttt

l)pIIr,pnial line~ar t Maipn 2 )I2 S% SI. 1. 30 kil, htItI..ghpiit
Q-n,aotsg error -1 2 I SH1
(din cr,r Adliustahle I., /e-,
(Illsc error Aidiiitabkli tZero
I'i-cr pply -eotiy 'ilJl)S';, I'NR H; (hargu ,I supplyv colage

STABILITY OVER TEMPERATURE
%sstcint iccuracy drift Incax) '110 ppml o'Cf Heading
I mear. drift11( I rpm Wl FSR "C

DYNAMIC ACCURACY
sarnple A lild Pertlire Ill1le 301 ns
Apeturc time uncertaintv ±5 11s
Firapi her full wcale transition "et.en

%auca"%ovs'ly addresved channel, I 1.511 W 0kill h)
Differential amplifier CM itR ((;;,in I I 74 ilk c Il) 65 III .m ;il, I 14N11111 , NM 1t, 6-e - 11910
Channel cr0oss tlk 10 p111 dow-n (- 2 kilt, lor OFFI channel t0 OIN channel
Sartyle & Hold feedilirougls 140. Ilk n d wna 5 I),
Sample & liold decay rate Il oaV/ps

OUTPUT
Output foding (Comeplementary) Ilnipolar Straight Binary, Bipolar Ofast. Binary TwoN Complement

Gain tipm"' Adjustable to rero error
off!e trim Adjustahle to 7cr., error
A 1)) C,,nnension Time 24 uinec 4
Delay 9 p

t 
nominal. externally adjustable from S. 5 uss to 14 u%'

POWER REQUIREMENTS ±l5'/ ±31,% N +80) mA. 5 mV rms ripple
.I5V ±3% (w -75 mA. 5 trA rms ripple

+5V ±5%, w +300 mA. 25 my tins ripple

ENVIRONMENTAL
Operating temperature WC to 7WC -

.Storagei temperature *23"C Is +8S"C '
Relatve huidity 95 ZIodesn

(1) With Rt at between pion 26 and 27. (4) Gapn and Offset controls arc localed in the module The adjustment ranges are ±0. 1%
12) No missing cades guaranteed. I :iR for ;ain and ±0. 1% "SR for Offset.4
(3) PSR megans Full Scale Rang. (5) Ad#i .;.I- :- in neera-4t with enterr.7 ,iiiri

Fig. B-10 AD Data Sheet (continued)
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POWIER SUPPLY

IR MATT If 10 be

SEMICONDUCTOR CIRCUITS,* INC.
Model RD 12-15D250

IMOTO±OLA OUTPUT

ZR POWEReSA-12
Psew

MOTOROLA 41649550

ZENE DIONE

PROUECTIO

Fig. B-15 Power Supply Schematic
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FRONT PANEL
SWITCHES a LED'S

+5 +5

DISPLAY/ RUN HALT LEFT FORWARD RIGHT
NORMAL

SLOT 58-40 SLOT 58-38 SLOT 58-36 SLOT 58-56 SLOT 58-54 SLOT 56-52

SLOT 5A-23 SLOT 5A-19 SLOT 5A-21

OISPLA73: RUN~ : ? HALT 3

*MOMENTARY SWITCHES

DISPLAY0

KEYBOARD

WFT STABILITY MONITOR
VERSION 1.1

30 0 0
LEFT FORWARD RIG4T

rI II-.--- DISPLAYO 0
00 0

NORMAL RUN HALT

Fig. B-16 Front Panel Schematic
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REAR PANEL

ALARM

l- E1

F1-12 0 0
TTY POWER

TTY CONNECTOR PIN FROM CARD MOLEX
A NC 5 RED
a NC 6 BLK
C SLOT 58 -17 3 WHT

TX0 SLOT 56-25 4 GRN
E SLOT 518- 33 2 OLK
F SLOT 58-35 1 RED

RX-

0

SLOT 513-44

SONALERT MODEL SC628
6-28v DC
3-14 MA

Fig. B-17 Rear Panel Schematic
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XCUCERS

1. ANGLE XDUCERS HUMPHREY
Model CP7-Osol-i

0

0 4 1 -GND

o3 2-RETuRN

Rb R~ ~5+ -. RED ^~ T-+

fI. PRESSURE XDUCERS NATIONAL

+5 RED
RET~m

GND 8--K

CASE GNO . .

M. STRAIN XDUCER LEBROW

LESROW

IN OUT IN

+ 1 RED

NWITE I'

OLK

CASE ONO-

Fig. B-18 Transducer Connections
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HUMPHREY ANGLE XDUCER

45 45

22.5 3.75v
0 2.5v
-22.5 1.25v
-45 0

Fig. B-19 Angle Transducer Calibration
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The following tables document the interconnection between the

various computer cards. The tables detail a description of each

signal line (interconnect line), its point of interconnecting (i.e.,

its source or destination) and its position on the edge connector

(assignment). The following notation has been used:

Slot 7A-16 refers to edge connector position 16

on card 7 of card rack A.

ADO thru AD7 Micro computer data bus

A8 thru A15 Signals (refer to schematics).

WR,RD,ALE 10/M

DO-A/D thru D11-A/D Analog to digital converter data

Bus Refers to microcomputer data bus. Interconnect

accomplished by bused data lines on the

Motherboard (Note: motherboard is the printed

circuit board which interconnects the various

cards in the card rack.).

Do-Nut A plated-thru hole has been provided on the

motherboard for connecting wires to the

motherboard.

(H.W.) Hardwired - A separete wire has been added.

NC No connection
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CARD RACK

SLOT ASSIGNMENTS

Slot Card Name / Function

IA ----- BLANK ----

2A ----- RAM EXPANSION ----

3A RAM

4A CPU R
RACK A

5A PPI #1 (A/D CONTROL)

6A ----- BLANK ----

7A A/D

8A SIGNAL CONDITIONING

1B ----- BLANK ----

28 CMOS RAM

3B RAM EXPANSION ----

4B EPROM
RACK B

5B PPI #2 (BUFFER, TTY, ALARM)

68 ----- BLANK-

7B ----- BLANK-

8B SIGNAL CONDITIONING (STRAIN)

Table B-I Card Rack Assignment
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CARD RACK

SLOT ASSIGNMENTS

Slot Card Name / Function

1A ----- BLANK ----

2A ----- RAM EXPANSION ----

3A RAM

4A CPU
RACK A

5A PPI #1 (A/D CONTROL)

6A ----- BLANK ----

7A A/D

8A SIGNAL CONDITIONING

1B ----- BLANK ----

2B CMOS RAM

3B ----- RAM EXPANSION ----

4B EPROM
RACK B

5B PPI #2 (BUFFER, TTY, ALARM)

6B ----- BLANK ----

7B ----- BLANK ----

8B ----- BLANK ----

Table B-I Card Rack Assignment
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Table B-2 CMOS RAM Interconnect

CMOS RAM CARD
SLOT 2B Page 1 Of 2

Card Edge From Card Edge Description

1 +5

2 +5

3 GND

4 GND

5 +15V

8 BUS AD7

9 SLOT 5B-26 CMOS CONTROL

10 BUS AD6

12 BUS AD5

14 BUS AD4

16 BUS AD3

18 BUS AD2

20 BUS AO1

22 BUS ADO

25 BUS ALE

27 BUS WR

29 BUS RD

31 BUS IO/M

37 BUS A8

39 BUS A9

41 BUS A1O

43 BUS All

44 (H.W.) SLOT 4A-38 POWER INTERRUPT
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CMOS RAM CARD
SLOT 2B
Page 2 of 2

45 BUS A12

47 BUS A13

49 BUS A:13

51 BUS A14

53 BUS A-1

55 BUS A15

Table B-2 (Continued)
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Table B-3 CPU &EPROMl Interconnect

SLOT 4A - CPU Card &
SLOT 4B - EPROM Card

Page 1 of 2

Card Edge From Card Edge Description

1 +5

2 +5

3 GND

4 GND

8 BUS AD7

10 BUS AD6

12 BUS AD5

14 BUS AD4

16 BUS AD3

18 BUS AD2

20 BUS AD1

22 BUS ADO

24 DO-NUT SO*

25 BUS ALE

26 DO-NUT INTA*

27 BUS WR*

28 GND INTER *(Grounded

so no interrupt)

29 BUS

30 GND RST 5.5* (Grounded so
no interrupt)

31 BUS IDAN

32 GND RST 6.5* (Grounded so
no interrupt)

34 DO-NUT SI*
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SLOT 4A - CPU Card &
SLOT 48 - EPROM Card

Page 2 of 2

Card Edge From Card Edge Description

36 H.W. RST 7.5*

37 BUS A8

38 SLOT 2B TRAP*

39 BUS A9

40 H.W. +5 Pullup (DO-NUT) READY*

41 BUS A10

42 DO-NUT SID*

43 BUS All

44 T N

45 BUS A12

46 DO-NUT SOD*

47 BUS A13

48 NC CLK*

49 BUS A13

50 BUS RESET OUT*

51 BUS A14

52 DO-NUT HLDA*

53 BUS A14

54 GND HOLD*

55 BUS A15

*Not used on EPROM Board
Table B-3 (Continued)
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Table B-4 1/O Card 00-03 Interconnect

SLOT 5A
#1 I/O Card 00-03
Page I of 2

Card Edge From Card Edge Description

1 +5

2 +5

3 GND

4 GND

7 Slot 7A-19 A2-A/D Channel Address

8 BUS AD7

9 Slot 7A-17 Al-A/D Channel Address

10 BUS AD6

11 Slot 7A-36 DI-A/D Data Out

12 BUS AD5

13 Slot 7A-20 D2-A/D Data Out

14 BUS AD4

15 Slot 7A-38 D3-A/D Data Out

16 BUS AD3

17 Slot 7A-18 D4-A/D Data Out

18 BUS AD2

19 (H.W.) Front Panel Run Switch (Front Panel)
(Run Switch)

20 BUS AD1

ZI(H.W.) Front Panel Halt Switch (Front Panel)
(Halt Switch)

22 BUS ADO

23(H.W.) Front Panel Display/Normal Switch
(Display/Normal)
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Table B-4 (continued)

SLOT 5A
#1 1/0 Card 00-03
Page 2 of 2

Card Edge From Card Edge Description

24 Slot 7A-21 A3 A/D Channel Address

27 BUS WR

29 BUS RD

31 BUS IO/M

32 Slot 7A-34 A/D STROBE

34 Slot 7A-23 A4 A/D Channel Address

36 Slot 7A-40 D5-A/D Data Out

37 BUS A8

38 Slot 7A-16 D6-A/D Data Out

39 BUS A9

40 Slot 7A-52 D7-A/D Data Out

41 BUS AI

42 Slot 7A-14 D8-A/D Data Out

43 BUS All

45 BUS A12

47 BUS A13

48 Slot 7A-54 D9-A/D Data Out

49 BUS A13

50 BUS RESET OUT

51 BUS A14

52 Slot 7A-15 DIO-A/D Data Out

53 BUS A14

54 Slot 7A-56 Dl1-A/D Data Out

56 Slot 7A-13 D12 (LSB) A/D Data Out
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Table B-5 I/0 Card q 8 Interconnect

SLOT 58
I/0 Card 08-08
Page 1 of 2

Card Edge From Card Edge Description

1 +5

2 +5

3 GND

4 GND

5 -15

8, 10 BUS AD7, AD6

12 BUS ADS

14 BUS AD4

16 BUS AD3
17 (H.W.) 6P-C TTY INPUT

18 BUS AD2

20 BUS ADI

22 BUS ADt

25 6P-D RX-
26 (H.W.) SLOT 2B-9 CMOS CONTROL

27 BUS VR

29 BUS RD

31 BUS IO/M

35 (H.W.) 6P-F TTY OUTPUT
36 FRONT PANEL HALT LED(HALT)

37 BUS

38 FRONT PANEL AB
(RUN) RUN LED
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SLOT 5B
I/0 Card O-OB
Page 2 of 2

Card Edge From Card Edge Description

39 BUS

40 FRONT PANEL A9
(DISPLAY/NORMAL) DISPLAY/NORMAL LED

41 BUS A1O

43 BUS All

44 BACK PANEL ALARM
(ALARM)

45 BUS A12

47 BUS A13

49 BUS A13

50 BUS RESET OUT

51 BUS A14

52 (H.W.) FRONT PANEL RIGHT LED
(RIGHT LED)

53 BUS A14

54 (H.W.) FRONT PANEL FORWARD LED
(FORWARD LED')

56 (H.W.) FRONT PANEL LEFT LED
(LEFT LED)

Note: (H.W.) denotes hard-wired, line, nonexistent on Mother
Board.

Table B-5 (Continued)
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Table B-6 A/D Converter Interconnect

SLOT 7A
A/D Converter
Page 1 of 2

Card Edge From Card Edge Description

1, 2 +5V

3, 4 Digital GND

8 +15

10 -15

11 ANALOG GND

13 Slot 5A-56 A/D Data 12

14 Slot 5A-42 A/D Data 8

15 Slot 5A-52 A/D Data 10

16 Slot 5A-38 A/D Data 6

17 Slot 5A-9 A/D Channel Address Al

18 Slot 5A-17 A/D Data 4

19 Slot 5A-7 A/D Channel Address A2

20 Slot 5A-13 A/D Data 2

21 Slot 5A-24 A/D Channel Address A3

23 Slot 5A-34 A/D Channel Address A4

25, 27, 29
31, 33 Slot 7A-11 ANALOG GND to unused A/D inputs

34 Slot 5A-32 A/D STROBE

35 Slot 7A-l1 ANALOG GND to unused A/D inputs

36 Slot 5A-11 A/D Data I

37

38 Slot SA-I5 A/D Data 3

39 F-12 Limit Switch 2 (Reverse)

40 Slot 5A-36 A/D Data 5
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SLOT 7A
A/D Converter
Page 2 of 2

41 Slot 8A-12 PI

43 Slot 8A-16 P2

45 Slot 8A-20 P3

47 Slot 8A-26 Al Angle

49 Slot 8A-32 A2 Angle

51 Slot 8A-38 A3 Angle

52 Slot 5A-40 A/D Data 7

53 Slot 8A-44 Sl Strain

54 Slot 5A-48 A/D Data 9

55 F-11 Limit Switch 1 (fwd.)

56 Slot 5A-54 A/D Data 11

Table B-6 (Continued)
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Table B-7 Signal Conditioning Interconnect

SLOT 8A
SIGNAL CONDITIONING
Page 1 of 3

Card Edge From Card Edge Description

1 +5

2 +5

3 GND

4 GND

5 +15

6 +15

7 -15

8 -15

9 ANALOG GND

10 ANALOG GND

11 DI PI(+) -IN

12 SLOT 7A-41 PI - OUT

13 02 PI(-) -IN

14 NC NC

15 D5 P2(+) -IN

16 SLOT 7A-43 P2 - OUT

17 D6 P2(-) -IN

18 NC NC

19 NC NC

20 SLOT 7A-45 P3 - OUT

21 D9 P3(+) - IN

22 NC NC

23 DIO P3(-) -IN

24 NC NC
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Table B-7a, (continued)

Slot BA
SIGNAL CONDITIONING
Page 2 of 3

Card Edge From Card Edge Description

25 NC NC

26 SLOT 7A-47 Al - OUT

27 E3 Al(+) - IN

28 NC NC

29 E2 Al(-) -IN

30 NC NC

31 NC NC

32 SLOT 7A-49 A2 - OUT

33 E7 A2(+) -IN

34 NC NC

35 E6 A2(-) -IN

36 NC NC

37 NC NC

38 SLOT 7A-51 A3 -OUT

39 Ell A3(+) -IN

40 NC NC

41 E10 A3(-) -IN

42 NC NC

43 NC NC

44 NC NC

45 NC NC
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Table B-7a, (continued)

Slot Ba
SIGNAL CONDITIONING
Page 3 of 3

Card Edge From Card Edge Description

46 NC NC

47 NC NC

48 NC NC

49 NC NC

50 NC NC

51 NC NC

52 NC NC

53 NC NC

54 NC NC

55 NC NC

56 NC NC

U X Terminal strips
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Table B-7 Signal Conditioning Interconnect

SLOT 8A
SIGNAL CONDITIONING
Page 1 of 3

Card Edge From Card Edge Description

1 +5

2 +5

3 GND

4 GND

5 +15

6 +15

7 -15

8 -15

9 ANALOG GND

10 ANALOG GND

11 D1 PI(+) -IN

12 SLOT 7A-41 P1 - OUT

13 D2 P1(-) -IN

14 NC NC

15 D5 P2(+) -IN

16 SLOT 7A-43 P2 - OUT

17 D6 P2(-) -IN

18 NC NC

19 NC NC

20 SLOT 7A-45 P3 - OUT

21 D9 P3(+) - IN

22 NC NC

23 D10 P3(-) -IN

24 NC NC
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Table B-7 (continued)

SLOT 8A
SIGNAL CONDITIONING
Page 2 of 3

Card Edge From Card Edge Description

25 NC NC

26 SLOT 7A-47 Al - OUT

27 E3 Al(+) -In

28 NC NC

29 E2 Al(-) -Im

30 NC NC

31 NC NC

32 SLOT 7A-49 A2 - OUT

33 E7 A2(+) -IN

34 NC NC

35 E6 A2(-) -IM

36 NC NC

37 NC NC

38 SLOT 7A-51 A3 - OUT

39 Ell A3(+) -IN

40 NC NC

41 E1O A3(-) -IN

42 NC NC

43 NC NC

44 SLOT 7A-53 S1 - OUT

45 F3 Sl(+) -IN

46 NC NC

47 F4 S1(-) -IN

48 NC S2 - OUT
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Table B-7 (Continued)

SLOT 8A
SIGNAL CONDITIONING
Page 3 of 3

Card Edge From Card Edge Description

49 NC S2(+) -IN

50 NC NC

51 NC S2(-) -IN

52 NC NC

53 NC NC

54 NC NC

55 NC NC

56 NC NC

DX
EX Terminal Strips
FX
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Table 3-lb Signal Conditioning Interconnect (Strain)

SLOT B
SIGNAL CONDITIONING (STRAIN)
Page I of 1

Card Edge From Card Edge Description

a F4 Rear Panel SI input

10 F3 Rear Panel S, Input

12 S1 Output

46 -l5VDC

50 Analog Gnd

54 +l5VDC
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Table B-8 Port Assignments

Port Assignments

PPI #1

ADDRESS
00-03
SLOT 5A

Port 8255
Address Port Pin Description

00 A0 56 A/D DATA 12 LSB INPUT

Al 54 11

A2 52 10

A3 48 9

A4 42 8

A5 40 7

A6 38 6

A7 36 A/D DATA 5 INPUT

01 BO 9 A/D CHANNEL ADDRESS Al OUTPUT

Bi 7 ...... A2

B2 24 to A4

B3 34 A/D CHANNEL ADDRESS A8 OUTPUT

B4 32 A/D STROBE OUTPUT

B5 30

B6 28

B7 26

02 CO 17 A/D DATA 4 INPUT

C1 15 3 "

C2 13 .. . 2 "

C3 11 A/D DATA 1 MSB INPUT
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C4 19 RUN SWITCH - INPUT

C5 21 HALT-SWITCH - INPUT

C6 23 DISPLAY/NORMAL - INPUT

C7 35

03 CONTROL WORD

Table B-8 (Continued)
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Table B-8 (continued)

PPI #2

ADDRESS
08-OB
SLOT 5B

PORT 8255

ADDRESS PORT PIN DESCRIPTION

08 AD 56 LEFT - OUT

Al 54 PITCH - OUT

A2 52 RIGHT - OUT

A3 48

A4 42

A5 40 DISPLAY/NORMAL - OUT

A6 38 RUN - OUT

A7 36 HALT - OUT

09 BO 9

Bi 7

B2 24

B3 34

B4 32

B5 30

86 28

87 26 CMOS CONTROL - OUT

OA CO 17 TTY RECEIVER INPUT

C1 15 TTY/PKD - INPUT

C2 13

C3 11
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C4 19

Cs 21

C6 23

C7 35 TTY SEND TO TTY -OUTPUT

OB CONTROL WORD

Table B-8 (Continued)
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PKD SCOTCHFLEX CONNECTOR

Scotchfl ex
Function 8279 Pin Pin# 8279 Function

Reset 9 11 2 NC --

5550Out 3 0 0 NC --

AD7 19 0O 0 NC --

AD6 18 10 0 21 AB (C/D)

AD5 17 0 0 20 GND

AD4 16 0NC --

AD3 15 0 0C 0 NC ----

AD2 14 0 CM 0 22 TS

ADl 13 0 0 10 TD

ADO 1 12 i-019 ---200 11 1W
0 0

0 0 Clip off last three rows

,00

Table B-9 Display Connector Signal Assignments
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MCS85 SCOTCHFLEX

Scotchfl ex
Function Pin# Function

Reset 1 2 All

ALE 3 4 Al0

AD7N 5 6 A9

AD6 7 8 j A8

AD5 9 10 j GND

AM4 11 12 I/

AD3 13 14 +5

AD2 I 15 16 t ~ 8279*on FPI #2 Only

AD] 17 18 D

ADO T9 20 WR

A15 21 22 A13

A14 23 24 Al-

A13 I 25 26 I A12

Table B-10 MC585 Flex-Cable Assignment
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APPENDIX C

VECTOR IDENTITIES

1. Partial Derivative of a Cross Product

if (C-i)

Then (C-2)

and (C-3)
iu-li

where (C-4)

b bJ

2. Triple Scalar Product

(PaU) -R an- (PUM)S-1-(P) (C-5)

also (C-6)
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APPENDIX D

INSTALLATION AND OPERATION

The WIT Stability Monitor was designed to be installed on con-

ventional Counterbalanced warehouse lift trucks with an articulated

rear axle. The system has no provisions for attachments, such "A,

side shift. Also, lift cylinders which power down are not considered.

The system is installed on the vehicle by first installing the

transducers and then connecting the transducers to the Stability

Monitor, which Is then connected to a power source. System calibra-

tion adjustments must then be performed.

Installation

The following transducers must be installed:

1. Tilt Cylinder Rod-Side Pressure (

2. Tilt Cylinder Head-Side Pressure(P2

3. Lift Cylinder Pressure (P 3)

4. Vehicle X-axis Angle (P 4)

5. Vehicle Y-axis Angle (P 5)

6. Mast Angle (P 6)

7. Side Load Strain (P17)

The pressure transducers should be Installed into the appropriate

lines. (efer to Fig D-1 for transducer connections.) The vehicle

angle transducers (P14 and P 5) ore installed perpendicular to each

other, ,P 4 along the X-axis (drive axle), and P 5 along the Y-axis in

*(P denotes par ame ter no.)
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a manner such that zero degrees is indicated when the vehicle is on a

level surface. This allows vehicle orientation to be determined.

(Figures D-2, D-3)

The mest angle transducer should be Installed on the mast, as

shown In figure D-2. This will typically require welding a bracket

onto the east to allow f or mounting the angle transducer assembly.

The side load strain is measured via the four-arm Strain-Link

r~. attached to the driver's left side of the mast assembly. With the

mast vertical, the link is Installed on the outermost portion of the

stationary part of the mast, oriented vertically. Figure D-2 shows

the location of the gauge on the side of the mast. The Strain-Link

eliminates the need for gauges mounted on both mast uprights. Connect

all 7 transducers to the back panel as irdicated in Figure D-4.

Before assembling the WIT Stability Monitor, visually Inspect for

loose wiring, etc. Inside the enclosure. Remov all P. C. cards. The

System should be connected to a 12 VDC + 2VDC power source capable of

supplying 4 amps. This connection is as follows:

+ 12 VDC J1-#L (Black/White)

Ground J1-C (Red/Green)

Connect the power plug and rotate the key-lock on the front-panel to

apply power to the system. Check the outputs of the two power-supplies

to insure 1% tolerance on the specified values (See Appendix 9).

cardnac power off and inert the circuit cards Into their respective

cadraklocations, hs r shown on the lid decal, and listed In
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TERMINAL STRIPS (ANALOG)

Dl D2 D3 D4 05 D6 D7 D8 DO D10 D11 D12I 101!1!1IOiOI1IOV1I1¢4¢!01 1

P1 P2 P
Tilt Cylinder Press. Tilt Cylinder Press. Lift Cylinder Press.

(Rod Side) (Head Side)

El El ES E4 E5 E6 E7 ES ES El0 El1E1

+5 OND +5 GND A.G. +5 GND A.G.

C ;11
MI aa MI

+0 0o + 0 + co +

+ + + I
P4 P2 P6

X Angle Y Ange Mast Ang e

Fl F2 E3 E4 E5 F F7 ES E9 F110 11 F12I0l1¢00 111110011 IwA w •
LS I 2

+ + +1

PT
tranle Guage

Note: +EXC, -EXO are + Excitation and -Excitation, reap.

Figure D-4
Transducer Connections to Sack Panel
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Appendix B. Apply power to the system and observe the display blank-

Ing. The HALT Switch lamp should be lighted. To test the unit opera-

tion depress the following keys (order from left to right):

The value of Parameter eight (PS) should be displayed. The correct

value for this geometric parameter should be entered Into the Monitor

from table 4-1 (geometric parameter values). This data entry is accom-

plished by depressing the proper numeric keys, followed by the [En]
key (Enter). Then display the stored value of P8 and compare to the

value just entered. This sequence, successfully completed, Insures

proper electronic operation of the Monitor. However, transducer

signals and calibration must be correct for proper Monitor operation.

Operation

The operation of the Stability Monitor Is quite simple due to the

small number of controls and operator Inputs required. Fundamental

operation to discussed hers.

a.) Power Is applied with key-switch rotated to position ON.

b.) Select NORMAL or DISPLAY mode with alternate action front

panel switch - this selects whether an update will be made to a die-

played paramter during Monitor program execution. If DISPLAY mode

Is selected, the last parameter keyed-in will be constantly updated.

V9hen NORMAL node Is selected (,switch Is lit),0 no parameter is displayed.

This prevents any speed degradation whua operating In a critical

enviroirnent.



t 'Denotes constant'

rogram Equation Program Equation
ssignpient Variable Assignment Variable

PressureA
P1 rod side P25 ALift

Pressure
P2 head side P26T

Pressure
P3 lift P27 k (for a)

(Angle 1)
P4 ex meas, ex calc. P28 Wmast t

(Angle 2) R
LP5 Oy meas, ey calc._ P29 PRx t

P6 ~(Angle 3) emP9CS 0

P7 a (Strain) P40 Sin "T

P8 x v t P41 AR~

-P9 W v t P42 A RRY t

P10 v tP43 x RRZ t

-P11 Z v P44 S pitch Limit t

P12 xv wv t 45 'SLR Limit t

P13 yvwvtP46 S RR Lm tt

P14 Z v W v t

P15 Zm-ZT t

-P16 z m t

P17' ZT ______________

P19 Xmi ______

P20 ALRX________ ____________

P21 ALRY

P22 A LRZ t

P23 Ahead sidet _______ _____

A
P24 rod side

Table D-1

Program Parameter Definitions
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c.) The keyboard (when in HALT mode) will allow parameter entry

and examination. All system geometric parameters mst be entered be-

fore first-time operation. They are stored In menory, having battery

power for data retention of approximately 3 weeks should the key switch

or power plug be turned off or removed. This prevents the necessity

of entering them each time power is turned off.

When it is desired to examine a parameter, the following key

sequence is used:

The value of parameter "n"
("n" - I to 46) is then
displayed In scientific
notation.

To c a parameter value, use this sequence:

Where "n" is the parameter number and uI. "u are the numric keys

constituting the desired value. The value my be entered in scientific

notation or as an nteger, but internally is converted to floating-

point notation.

A clear key is available to "erase" kay closures. The E j

key is an exponent designator. A minU a-- is Included for nega-

tive values and the key represents the "tnter" function. All

keys are displayed as they are depressed.

d.) The RUN switch is used to begin Monitor program execution.

The HALT switch allows program termination. Both coammnds have lamps

to indicate when active.

e.) Should an unstable configuration occur, the respective axis
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L.E.D. indicator will light and the audio alarm will sound.
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APPENDIX E

CALIBRATION PROCEDURES

The calibration of various system components must be maintained to

ensure a properly functioning system. Specific procedures relating to

each assembly follow.

Power Supplies

Both system D.C. power supplies located on the rear panel must be

maintained at their nominal value to enable the Monitor to operate. Ex-

cessive power supply voltages could destroy some electronic components

and low voltage can cause faulty operation. The adjustments of the sup-

plies should be done with a calibrated voltmeter to the following spec-

ification, with +5v checked at the CPU (test point provided) and +15v

at the signal conditioning card, and all cards inserted:

5v regulator: +5 D.C. +1%

+15v converter: +15 D.C. +1%

The +5V overvoltage protection circuit should be adjusted to an

approximate value of 6.2 volts. The actual potentiometers are located

on the respective circuits bolted to the rear panel.

Transducers

The calibration of the system transducers is very critical to per-

formance.

a) Input Signal Error

All analog inputs must be calibrated for a 0-5Y D.C. range out
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of the appropriate channel on the signal conditioning card. The follow-

ing list in Table B-1 shows all the inputs and their analog ranges.

Any deviation from the full scale voltage of +5.OV will cause an

error in analog units equivalent to:
A*V

Error - 5

where: A is the full scale analog value

V is the error voltage (from +5.OV D.C.)

e.g. for P1; A - 3000 psi, let V - 0.95; Error = 3000 (0.95) - 570 psi5

error at full scale.

Therefore, noise voltage, or calibration error on the analog signal,

can be significant.

FP/1 Calibration Equations

The UC stores two values in the calibration table for each analog

parameter measured. These values are used to scale the A/D output read-

ing to obtain proper engineering units. (i.e. psi, degrees, etc.) from

the transducer signal. Therefore, a calibration equation is executed

each time an analog parameter is measured. This equation is of the form:

Parameter value - A * (A/D output) + B

where:

A- Gain

B Offset

The derivation of the present calibration table (CALBR) values are

shown below. This calibration information is used by the FP/I HEAS

190
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statement. A/D output is 12 Bits (Full scale is represented by 409510

= FFF16.*)

Derivation of Analog Signal CALIBRATIR FACTORS - Located in "CAL R" Table

(Engineering Units) Parameter Value = (A) * (A/D Output) + (B)

Pl. P2, P3 (0-5v DC) - 0-3000 psi - 0-2.0685 x 107 N/rm2

A/D input: Ov - 00016@A/D output or (0)10

A/D input: 5v - FFF16@A/D output or (40 95)10

5v - full scale - 2.0685 x 107 = FFF HEX or 4095 Decimal

CALIBRATION EQUATIONS FOR P 1 P2' P3:

1) (4095) * (A) + B - 2.0685 x 107 N/M2

2) (0) * (A) + B - 0 Nm 2

.. B - 0

Substituting: (4095) * (A) + 0 - 2.0685 x 107

A - 2.0685 x 107/4095 - 5051.2810

P4, P5, P6 (0-5v DC) - (-)45 degrees to (4+)45 degrees

1) 0 . (A) + B - -45

.. B I -45

2) 4095 . (A) + B - 45

4095 . (A) - 45 - 45

4095 . (A) - 90

A - 90/4095 , 0.021978021

P7 (0-5v DC) (-) 250 u strain to (+) 250 j strain

1) 0. (A) + B - -250 P strain

* (A/D) output is in Hexadecimal format, but decimal values are shown.)
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AB -- 250

2) 4095 . (A) +B +250

4095 . (A) + (-250) - +250

4095 . (A) - 500

.A - 500 -0.12210012

4095

Signal Conditioning

The Signal Conditioning card transforms the input signal (from a

transducer) to a 0-5 Volt output which is then fed to the A.D. converter

for analog parameter measurement. The various transducer inputs are

discussed in the preceeding paragraphs.

There are eight channels of conditioning circuitry, 2 are currently

unused. The general architecture consists of two amplifiers in series

for each channel. The first is connected in a standard differential

configuration; the second stage provides gain and any offset required to

obtain the 0-5v output. The amplifiers are LM324 single-supply quad

op-amps.

CALIBRATION INPUT/OUTPUT PINS

TABLE E-2

Input Pins Output Pins Signal
Parameter (Edge Connector) (Edge Connector) Channel

PressT (rod) P1 11, 13 12 1

PressT (head) P2 15, 17 16 2

Press Lift P3 21, 23 20 3

Angle -Ox P4 27, 29 26 4

Angle - y P5 33, 35 32 5

Angle- Om P6 39, 41 38 6

Strain P7 45, 47 44 1 7
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Analog Circuit Calibration Procedure

There are two steps in the calibration procedure. Insert signal

conditioning card onto card extender to obtain access to trim pots,

with power off. Then reapply power. Refer to circuit schematics in

Appendix B.

1. Lower the carriage to the lowest position with the mast

vertical. With the engine not operating, release the

pressure in the hydraulic cylinders by cycling both the

tilt and lift levers. Adjust the offset potentiometer

for the respective channels as follows, with power on:

a. P1, P2, P3:

Connect the respective transducer to the input of the

proper conditioning channel and adjust the potentiometer

R.5 for. O.Ov at the output pin. Table E-2 lists the edge.

connector pins required. This is the offset,"teroing"

adjustment.

b. P4, P5, P6,

Connect the respective transducer to the proper input

channel (see Table E-2) and adjust potentiometer R.5 for

2.5v at the output when the vehicle is under these

conditions:

1) Level surface (Ox - Oy - 0)

2) Mast angle -0 (vertical)
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3) No side load

2. Remove power to the Monitor, and set the channel "full scale"

outputs using an external d.c. power supply. The transducers

should be disconnected, allowing the external voltage to sim-

ulate a full-scale analog signal f or calibration purposes. Use

the following values:

a) P1, P2. P3 input - 12.5v, adjust R4 to obtain 5v output

for the respective signal channel.

b) P4, P5, P6 input - 5v, adjust R4 to obtain 5v output for

the respective signal channel.

c) Strain-Channel calibration P7--Proper calibration of the

strain gage is achieved by the following procedure:

1. Output offset adjust: Commect a voltmeter between TP-l

(card in slot 8B) and Analog ground. (Positive lead to TP-l)

Connect a shorting jumper between rear panel terminal strip

connection F3 and F4. This effectively "zeroes" the input

to the strain conditioning. Adjust output offset trimpot

R-3 to obtain a reading of 2.5 volts as indicated by the

DVM. Remove jumper from F3 and F4.

2. Bridge Balance Adjust: Connect voltmeter to rear panel

terminal strip connections F3 and F4 (Polarity is of no

consequence) Adjust Bridge Balance trimpot R-2 (card slot 8B)

for an indication of 0.0 volts. Disconnect voltmeter.

3. Gain Adjust: Strain Channel Gain Adjustment is accomplished

by applying a known constant side load (tensile or compressive)
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at a right angle to the mast at a known constant mast height

(i.e., 200 lbs.@ mast height of 8 ft. measured from origin

of reference system - 1600 ft. lb. f moment). This side-

load is full scale strain on the corresponding side to which

the transducer i8 mounted. Apply a side load of 200 lbs.

to the vehicle at a mast height of 8 ft. Connect a volt-

meter to TP-l (slot 8-B) and to analog ground. PositiveL]
lead to TP-1. Adjust grain trimpot R-4 (slot 8B) for meter

reading of 5.OV. Disconnect voltmeter.

3. The calibration of the A/D converter is essential to a properly

functioning system.

Offset and full scale adjustments are accomplished by adjusting

offset and gain of the Analog-to-Digital converter. Connect a

voltage source to multiplexer channel zero, ground clear enable

and load the address by momentarily grounding STROBE. After

the voltage source has been addressed, set the voltage source

to zero volts. Connect a triggering source and adjust the off-

set potentiometer until all output bits are logic zero with bit

twelve dithering between logic zero and one. Change the source

voltage to the most positive value ,of the input range minus one

LSB. (1 LSB - 1.22 my) Adjust the gain potentiometer until all

output bits are logic one with bit twelve dithering between logic

one and zero.

4. Altering Parameter Values

The geometric parameters stored in DMOS memory describe the
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physical vehicle and are therefore unique to any given vehicle.

Capability to alter these values for use of the Monitor on different

Ford Trucks is essential. The list of constants and the specific

procedure to alter them is discussed in Appendix D, operation.
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APPENDIX F

VEHICLE CONSTANT

The following discusses the determination of the constants

which specify the vehicle geometry as required by the WFT STABILITY

MONITOR. These constants are required in order to enter parameters

as specified in Table 4-1.

In each case, the assigned parameter number and units are shown

in this table.

Xv, Yv, Zv - Components of the Vehicle Center-of-Gravity.

Length (in meters) of X, Y, and Z components of the

position of the center of gravity of the vehicle

measured from the center of the area of contact of the

left front tire (See Fig. F-I--Note: Yv is negative).

ALRX, ALRY, ALRZ' ARRX, XRRY, XRRZ--Direction Cosines of the Left

and Right Roll Axes.

Each of these are direction cosines for describing the left and

right roll axes. Calculate as follows: measure the component

lengths of the position of the pivot point on the rear axle

(X5 9 Y5, Z5) relative to the center of the area of contact of

the left front tire (note Y5 is negative).

A's are calculated as follows:

Wv - Weight of the Vehicle.

This is the weight force of the vehicle less the
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LRXx L (negitive number)

XLRY x L (positive number)

£ XLZU L (negitive number)

XRRZ wx LRZ (negitive number)
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mast and load. The weight force (mass times

acceleration due to gravity) will be expressed in

Newtons. Conversion factor is:

W (Newtons) - 4.458 W (Pounds Force)

Wa - Weight of the Mast

The weight force (in Newtons) of the stationary

portion of the mast. The stationary portion of the

mast is defined to be that part which is not elevated

by the lift cylinder.

PR2x - Width of Front Tires.

Width of front tires measured in meters, from center-

line to center-line.

Xm, Tm, Zm - Components of the Mast Position.

The mast is typically supported by the front axle at

two different locations (adjacent to the two front

tires). This is described as follows (refer to

Fig. E-2).

XM = XU I + Xm2

YE - 0

ZA - 2 * Zm1

X' YTI ZT - Components of the Tilt Cylinder Position.

The tilt cylinders are attached to the vehicle. The

points at which the tilt cylinder are attached to the

vehicle are described as follows (refer to Fig. F-2).

XT- 20
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-=2 *YTI

ZT = 2 -Z TI

A1 , A2 , A~ift - Areas of Cylinders.

A1 I- Piston area on head side of a single tilt

cylinder.

A2 - Piston area on rod side of a single tiltI

ALift - Effective area of lift cylinder. For cown-

pound cylinder, this will typically be the

area when the cylinder is at high elevations.

This area should be altered by the chain

multiplication factor (if appropriate).

Thus, if a chain is used to multiply the

lift cylinder force by a factor of two, the

effective area should be doubled.

X - Strain Scale Factor.

Calibration constant which related strain observed

In the mast upright to amount of side load. Speci-

flee the amunat of side load torque (in Newton-

Meters) required -o observe lu strain an the strain

&aUse.

The analog circuit has been calibrated for 5 volts

equal U strain. This factor should be

determined by the following procedure.
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1. Calibrate strain gauge as discussed in Appendix E.

2. With mast vertical and fully elevated, apply a

445 Newton (100 pounds force) load to the forks

pulling to the side.

3. Observe the measured strain (P7).

4. Calculate K

K - (100 Newton) (Fork Height (M)

ustrain

5p limit' limit' limit.

Limit for detecting instability, should be determined

by experience.
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